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ECENTLY, BELRON US
provided us with yet another
stop-the-press moment, when
it was announced that the company
had named executive vice president
Tom Feeney as its new president and
chief executive officer (CEO). The announcement came in the wake of an
announcement by current CEO Dan
Wilson that he would be retiring, effective July 1.
News like this makes for quite a
fast-paced day in our office. First, we
completed a hot news alert, which
went out the morning of the announcement on glassBYTES.comTM at
10:30 a.m. This not only involves writing and researching the story—but
also setting it up to send. Unfortunately, I tend to be hands-on and prefer to send these myself, which makes
for a doubly intense situation.
By the time that was out, it seemed
things would calm down a bit—until I
learned of the news that Belron Worldwide CEO Gary Lubner and Mr. Feeney
had agreed to an interview that afternoon. After nearly an hour-long interview with both gentlemen, and then
several hours of transcription, I finally
turned my glassBYTEs newsletter for
the day in for approval at 5 p.m.—
which is the time that we send it out on
most days.
All in all, that day, June 12, was a
long, stressful day. But, did I mind?
There were a couple times it was a little
more hectic than I would have liked,
but all in all, it was a good day.
Why? Because there was big news
in the auto glass industry, and I had
the pleasure of bringing it to you, my
readers.
This is what we thrive on here at
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AGRR magazine. Every single day
here, for me, revolves around what’s
happening in this specialized industry. Next door, my co-worker, Megan
Headley, the editor of AGRR’s sister
publication, USGlass, does the same.
Are we happy when our industries intersect? Of course, but it happens so
rarely, that we both enjoy being
so highly involved in our niche
industries.
Why am I telling you this? Well, a
competing magazine recently announced it’s folding its stand-alone auto
glass magazine and instead will include
info in another of its magazines geared
toward architectural glass.
Things may be changing there, but
here, we’re still all about auto glass. You
open up this magazine (or visit our
websites, www.agrrmag.com and
glassBYTEs.com) and there’s no wading to do—all the industry’s information, right at your fingertips.
The good news for me is that this will
continue. I can continue to be immersed
in this industry daily—and, in addition
to bringing you the latest industry news
each day, via our daily e-newsletter site,
www.glassBYTEs.com™, I can also be
the person who tells interesting stories
about the industry at gatherings of my
family and friends. (Believe it or not,
they’re usually intrigued too.)
I look forward to continuing to share
the industry’s latest with you in the
pages of this publication.
Of course, we’re always looking for
ways to add to our publication as well.
If you have ideas, please e-mail me at
pstacey@glass.com.
■
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Roping the Steer
by Dave Zoldowski

I

F YOU HAVE BEEN FOLLOWING
the words in this column over the
past year then you are well aware of
our efforts at the Independent Glass
Association (IGA) concerning illicit
steering. You may also be following our
progress in this publication and others.
I’m not afraid to declare that IGA is actually making progress in helping its
members protect themselves from the
steering practices of insurance companies and their competitor-administrators (CAs). I am also not afraid to say
that we have the attention of the CAs
and insurance companies. I am also
confident in proclaiming that we are
breaking new ground with our successes and that other industries facing
the same difficulties are paying close
attention to our methods and
results.
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Why am I so confident? I’m confident because our membership is
maintaining a level of growth that is
very encouraging. I’m confident because our anti-steering marketing materials
are
being
distributed
nationwide by our members at breakneck speed. The first printing of our
landmark comic book, “Don’t Get
Steered!!”, sold out in twelve days.
I’ll be the first to admit that the
time and energy we dedicated to creating “Don’t Get Steered!!” was a calculated risk. It had never been done
before by an industry group such as
ours. We really did not know if it
would hit the mark. Gratefully, the
early returns are in and the comic appears to be one of our greatest successes. IGA members are already
reporting that consumers are finally grasping steering after reviewing “Don’t Get Steered!!”
Members are retaining network
jobs by using the comic book in
coordination with other antisteering techniques advanced
by IGA.
What does this mean for independents? It means we are
on the right track, so the IGA
is putting its foot down and
trucking full speed ahead.
Volume two of “Don’t Get
Steered!!” will be on the
streets by the time you
read this column. It continues the first volume’s
story line by explaining a
unique steering technique used by competitor-administrators.
In addition to our comic book efforts, IGA is deep into developing a

new online steering tracking system
we hope to have ready by our fall Marketing Conference November 7-8 in
Las Vegas at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center where it will coincide
with Auto Glass Week™ at NACE.
Designed to correspond with the
development of our new website,
IGA’s steering tracking system will
allow IGA members to track instances
of steering by either manual inputting
the each instance or by uploading
recordings of three-way phone conversations between members, customers and CAs.
The compilations will be made available to members when they undertake
anti-steering efforts such as supporting
consumer choice legislation in their
home states. The steering tracking system will also allow the IGA to monitor
the scripts used by insurance companies and their CAs in an effort to track
scripting trends and ensure new scripts
follow applicable laws.
IGA’s anti-steering tracking system
will eliminate the argument that steering does not occur also once and for
all. We know it does. Now we will finally
have the proof we need.
All of these efforts will move us
closer to our goal: a level playing field.
If you haven’t yet reviewed the
comic book, please do so at
http://www.iga.org/uploaded/files/do
nt_get_steered_low_res.pdf. If you
haven’t yet become an IGA member,
please visit www.iga.org to do so.
■

◗

Dave Zoldowski is president of Auto One
in Brighton, Mich., and serves as
president of the IGA. Mr. Zoldowski’s opinions
are solely his own and not necessarily those
of this magazine.
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Your best fleet management tool
In any job you need to use the right tool. That includes managing your work vehicles.
CarChip Fleet Pro ensures that your employees are driving efficiently and safely from job to job. That
means your business is more profitable because there’s less vehicle maintenance and fewer accidents.

Three reasons why CarChip Fleet Pro is the best tool to manage your ﬂeet:

1

Easy-to-Afford:
For less than $200 per vehicle
and no monthly fees, you can
monitor driving and engine
performance.

2

Easy-to-Use:
Downloads vehicle data
to your PC at any time
you specify and which
best fits your needs.

3

Easy-to-Install:
In seconds, CarChip Fleet Pro records
vehicle information via the OBDII
port. GPS, wireless and software
accessories are easily installed too.

Like any good tool, CarChip Fleet Pro helps you do the job right.

Go to www.carchip.com/ﬂeet or call us at
800-678-3669 to get answers for your workﬂeet.
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How to Drive Traffic to Your Shop
by Bob Theriot

Q

UESTION: HI BOB, I JUST
opened a brand-new shop in
an industrial area and it is hidden from sight. The main streets and intersections are far away and my sign
can’t be seen. What’s the best way to get
the word out about my location? Keep
in mind that I don’t have a lot of money
to spend because my advertising budget
is on a shoestring. Thanks!
—David J., New Orleans
Answer: David, this is a common
problem for many auto glass shop
owners. Not everyone can afford prime
retail space, especially when you’re just
starting a brand-new business. Until
then, you’re going to need try to get the
word out about your location without
spending a small fortune.
The first thing you should do is to
hold an open house. Although you
want everyone in the community to
know about your business, you’re
going to have to proceed in stages.

Stage One
Focus your energy on the businesses
that are near your location. Send out a
postcard to every business within a 5mile radius of your shop. Let them
know that you are holding a private
open house for businesses only. Hold
the open house during regular business hours. Midday, close to the lunch
hour, is a good time. Serve finger foods
and dessert and make sure to give out
door prizes. Companies of all sizes will
donate small gifts in exchange for a
mention on a flyer or banner that you
can post at the event. Make sure you
have the guests drop their business
cards in a fish bowl.
The real purpose for doing this is to
collect names, phone numbers and e-
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mail addresses. Later,
you’ll be able to send
out coupons or other
offers for residual sales.

Stage Two
Once you’ve held
your business open
house, you can focus your
energy on the residential or retail consumers in your area. This time, send
out postcards to a couple of zip codes
or hire a student to pass out doorhangers in nearby neighborhoods.
The door hangers are inexpensive if
you make them on your computer and
print them out yourself. There also are
many do-it-yourself printing businesses that specialize in these types of
printing projects. Just check your local
yellow pages.
I also recommend you rent a jumping balloon and make sure you mention this fact on your door hanger. This
is inviting to busy, on-the-go parents
with kids. Once the event has started,
the jumping balloon also acts as an attention grabber to cars and pedestrians passing by.

The best day of the
week for an open house
geared toward retail is
Saturdays. Serve hot
dogs and soda and collect names and e-mail
addresses just like in
Stage One. Offer an
event special like “Half-Off
Chip Repairs” for the first hour or “X
Percent Off Any Glass Replacement.”
You don’t have to spend a lot of
money and the goodwill and contacts
you make are well worth the expense
you do have. Don’t expect to make a lot
of sales during the event, but rather view
this as a marketing opportunity to let the
public know that your business exists.
Good luck.
■

◗

Bob Theriot Jr. is the author of “Pounding The Pavement – Tools, Techniques
and Inspiration for Succeeding in Sales.” He
also serves as sales & marketing manager for
Southwest Auto Glass in El Paso, Texas. He
can be reached via e-mail at bob@southwestautoglass.com. Mr. Theriot’s opinions are
solely his own and not necessarily those of
this magazine.
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Getting Your Customers Back … Online
by Scott Orth

A

RE YOUR CUSTOMERS BEING
stolen? Are you getting frustrated by larger, national auto
glass companies pushing their way
into your neighborhood? With more
than 40 percent of the online auto glass
market being dominated by just one
company, it’s time to take your customers back.

“A n e s t i m a t e d
59 percent of
searchers are
looking for local
businesses.”
The best way to get started is with
Internet marketing. Yes, it’s different
from anything you’ve done before
and it is still a new marketing
medium that some are uncomfortable with. But it’s time to get on the
bandwagon. After all, the Internet is
where your customers are going when
they need your services. In fact, there
are approximately 9
billion online
searches oc-

curring in the United States each
month, and an estimated 59 percent
of searchers are looking for local businesses. With a piece of that action,
you’d be well on your way to pushing
back your strongest competitor.
There’s a lot to know to be successful
on the Internet, but I hope to make it
easier with a few tips and recommendations. First things first: where do you
start?

Gaining Visibility
I recommend starting with organic
optimization and Pay-Per-Click (PPC)
advertising. A marketing strategy
combining these two methods will
give you the best visibility on major
search engines. In turn, you will have
an opportunity to trump your competitors with strong search engine
listings.
There are many other online tactics
that may benefit your business. Keep
these in mind as we may discuss them
in future columns:
• Link building;
• Usability and
conversion
tracking;
• E-media (ban-

Organic Optimization
To get started with organic optimization, choose one search term for
each of your pages. Review the content of each page to best match what
terms fit most naturally. Once you
have a list of terms in front of you this
will make more sense, but, as an example, one page may focus on
“cracked windshield repair,” while another page may focus on “windshield
repair.” Though very similar, each of
these terms offers a distinct focus to
your audience.
Next, you’ll want to create unique
page titles for each of your pages. If
your site is on a Content Management
System (CMS), you’ll simply select the
title section of each page and modify it
to your liking. Without CMS you’ll need
to change it manually. In an HTML editing program, find the <title> line in
the header section of code and modify
it appropriately.
Though not critical, I recommend

ner ads, video
ads, etc.);
• Blogging and
social media;
• E-mail marketing; and
• Mixed marketing (directing traditional advertising to
the website).
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creating a site map for basic optimization. A site map is a unique page on
your site that lists (and links to) all
other pages on the site. It’s also important to place a link to the site map on
every page of the site, typically at the
bottom of each page.

Use

more
more of
o

this

FlexiTrim Universal Molding
™

Made by Creative Extruded Products since 1995
®
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Pay-Per-Click
Now that you have a few organic optimization basics underway, we can
move forward with sponsored online
advertising (PPC).
There is quite a bit of planning and
strategy behind a successful PPC campaign, but anyone can at least start an
account and begin to build some exposure on their own.
I recommend starting with Google™
Adwords (www.adwords.google.com).
The instructions won’t show you how
to succeed, per se, but they are quite
complete at getting your account set
up and positioning you to build initial
success.
Once the account is set up, use the
Google Keyword tool to find search
terms relevant to your business. Only
choose two- to four-word terms that
are specific to your products or services in order to keep your campaign focused. Single words, or terms that are
too broad, will cost a great deal of
money to market.
Next, you’ll build ad groups with titles and descriptions based on the selection of terms themselves. Organize
your ad groups as it makes sense for
your business, but keep them focused.
Try to create small groups of terms that
are highly relevant. If possible, you
want the actual ad copy to mention a
search term.
So, if you have a group for “wind-

www.agrrmag.com
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shield” terms, your ad copy would be
all about windshields. In contrast,
you may have another group with
very similar ad copy, but the terms are
all related to “auto glass.” You might
break groups out instead by “repair”
versus “replacement,” or “auto glass”
versus “flat glass”—whatever makes
sense for your particular business.
No matter how you set up your campaign, tracking results is key. Knowing
what works and what does not will give
you the insight needed to make intelligent marketing changes.

Installation Instructions
•

Getting Your Customer Back
With a combined organic and PPC
focus, you’re well on your way to getting your customers back. But don’t
waste time; the large competitors that
are plaguing you now are taking advantage of new online opportunities
everyday. Isn’t it time you benefit from
the same opportunities?
■

◗

Scott Orth is director of Internet marketing services at GTS in Portland, Ore.
Mr. Orth’s opinions are solely his own and not
necessarily those of this magazine.
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The Three-Step Test for Business Success
b y C a r l To m p k i n s

H

AVING SPENT MANY YEARS
working with various businesses in an effort to help
improve their success within a number of subjects, I’ve come to learn
that the rate and level of such success
is dependent upon the fulfillment of
three steps. These steps pertain to all
types and sizes of business spanning
all industries.
By understanding these three steps,
you can test your organization’s ability
to succeed when embarking on any future projects. Note that the test is pass

results within any project are not attained, and the company test is applied, this is the step that fails in grade
well more than 70 percent of the time
and, when this occurs, the remaining
two steps have little to no chance of
salvaging the situation.
Under the old adage, “It all starts
and stops at the top,” management always provides approval to undertake
new projects. Once management’s decision is made, great speeches are delivered, announcements are made and
new activities begin. The resulting

“While living and breathing daily
commitment toward project success,
management’s most valuable activity of
participation is making sure that their
employees have been provided the
t i m e, fa c i l i t i e s, e q u i p m e n t ,
discussions, training and support in
order to deliver winning results.”
or fail and that each step is tested and problem is that nothing changes and
graded accordingly. Three passing the investments of money, time and
grades must be achieved if projects are employee trust are lost.
going to succeed.
When meeting with management to
discuss the situation, what becomes
apparent is that they have not done
Management’s Will
The first and most prevalent step is their part to support the project’s sucentitled “The will of management.” cess. The most prevalent excuse, and
There are a lot of additional terms and my favorite is “I just haven’t had time,”
phrases that fit well within the confines or the equivalent, “I’ve been too busy.”
of this titled step. Examples are “com- The truth behind such responses is
mitment,” “dependability,” “stick-to-it- that the project just wasn’t that imporness,” “never give up,” “no going back,” tant to begin with or they would have
“making it happen,” “delivering re- prioritized the time to fulfill each of the
sults,” “the buck stops here,” “critical terms falling within the realm of “the
importance,” “do or die,” “accountabil- will of management.” It should be apity,” “reliability,” etc. When the targeted parent that to achieve a passing grade,
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management
must be involved cont i n u a l l y,
driving the
process, following up and
monitoring progress.

Business Environment
The second step of the test is one of
the “business environment.” Championships are won through team effort
and, using baseball as an example,
even the best of players cannot win the
World Series if they are not supplied
with the proper field, bats, balls, gloves,
helmets, uniforms, etc. While living
and breathing daily commitment toward project success, management’s
most valuable activity of participation
is making sure that their employees
have been provided the time, facilities,
equipment, discussions, training and
support in order to deliver winning results. The graders in this step are the
employees, and effective management
must ask the right questions to learn
what grade they are achieving. If a failing grade is provided within any environmental condition, it must be fixed
if the project is to succeed.

The Final Step
The final step of the test is called
“Goals and activities.” This step provides companies with a means of designing projects that have the chance
for success. If management is living the
proper will and employees are working
within the best possible environment,
but the goals and activities designed
within the project are either ridiculous
or ineffective, the project fails.

www.agrrmag.com

As a reminder, since I’ve written on
the subject of effective goal setting in
the past, the key is to design
“S.M.A.R.T.” goals. The “S” represents
the need for goals to be specific in design in order that everyone can read
and come away with the same assessment of what the goal is about and
what is to be achieved. The key here is
to avoid the communication error of
“bypassing” that simply means to
avoid the use of words that can mean
different things to different people.
The letter “M” stands for making goals
measurable. This is accomplished by
making sure numerical values are incorporated. The “A” and “R” stand for
making sure that goals are agreeable
and realistic, respectively. These two
letters go hand-in-hand in with the
belief that that employees must feel
that the goal is attainable, making it
realistic. This greatly enhances the
chances the goal will be viewed as
being agreeable by the entire team.
The last letter, “T,” is to make sure the
goal has a beginning and ending date
defining start and finish. Have your
employees’ grade management on
S.M.A.R.T goals in order to determine
a passing grade.
There are specific steps that, when
followed, offer the best use of time and
resources. Keeping the S.M.A.R.T. goal
in mind, start by defining the targeted
outcome of the activity. Such an outcome need not pertain to the accomplishment of the goal but, instead,
possibly a portion or component of it.
Next, define who is to be involved and
how that team of people is to proceed. Then move to defining the timing of the activity and where the
activity will be completed. The final
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step, which is most critical, is to define what will be delivered to prove
the activity is complete.
The grading of activities is fulfilled
by the completion of the activity worksheet that itemizes each of the subjects
previously outlined.
A passing grade on each of these
three steps is the required foundation
for any positive change within any organization. It may appear to make

good commonsense, yet this often is
the source of striking out when it
comes to business success. Employ
the test in order to hit a homerun for
your business!
■

◗

Carl Tompkins is the Western states area
manager for Sika Corp. in Madison
Heights, Mich. He is based in Spokane, Wash.
Mr. Tompkins’ opinions are solely his own and
not necessarily those of this magazine.
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Off the Line
oem glass manufacturing

rsscors@verizon.net

A Few Technical FAQs About Glass
by Russ Corsi

A

S I WAS SEARCHING THE
“Old Memory Bank” looking
for subjects for this article, I
came across two technical papers
that addressed a couple of areas that
have raised numerous questions over
the years.

Stress Breaks
There isn’t an auto glass installer
who hasn’t had to deal with a stress
crack (break) in a windshield. The
stress crack is probably the most often
cited reason for a windshield cracking
shortly after replacement.
In most instances, the crack was either caused by: an out-of-bend windshield that was forced to comply with
the contour of the pinchweld; a nonuniform urethane bead (too thin in
areas along the pinchweld); or an
edge chip on the glass that wasn’t detected before installation.
There are instances, however,
where the manufacturer’s process can
accelerate the development of a stress
break. Manufacturer-induced breakage falls into two categories: lowstress single-line breakage and
high-stress single-line breakage.
A low-stress failure occurs when
the glass edge tension is below 1,500
pounds per square inch (psi). The
low-stress break develops at an 85- to
90-degree angle to the glass edge.
This type of break would not have occurred if there were no edge damage
(i.e., chip or light fracture at the glass
edge).
A high-stress failure occurs when
the glass edge tension exceeds 1,500
psi. The most significant characteristic
of this break type is that the breakage
runs at an angle less than 85 degrees as
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“I hope you can use this knowledge
not only to satisfy your own
curiosities, but also to share
this information with your
c u s t o m e rs w h e n a p p ro p r i a t e. ”
measured to the edge of the glass. This
high-edge tension break (too much
stress in the glass) is the only true
stress break that can be attributed to
the manufacturing process.

Seeing Strange Patterns
A phenomenon known as “strain
pattern” is often observed in tempered glass. This observation is magnified if the observer is wearing
polarized sunglasses.
Strain patterns appear as an iridescent effect, which might appear as a
checkerboard, link chain, or most
commonly, multi-circular patterns
that are typically related to the multinozzle tubes found on many air
quench sections in the horizontal
roller hearth and automotive tempering furnaces. (The quench blows cold
air on the glass that causes the rapid
temperature drop that tempers (i.e.,
hardens) the glass surface.)
Although observation of strain patterns may be offensive, it is not considered to be a defect, either at the
OEM or AGR level. In reality, observation of any form of a stress pattern is
confirmation that the glass is thermally strengthened.
The optical phenomenon that we
have just discussed is known as birefringence. When visible light interacts
with glass that has been thermally
strengthened (tempered or heat-

strengthened), the light waves will
travel at different velocities in the X
(width) and Y (length) directional
axes of a lite of glass. Birefringence
occurs because of the surface compression and center tension stresses
that are introduced in glass by the
tempering or heat-strengthening
processes.
I hope you can use this knowledge
not only to satisfy your own curiosities,
but also to share this information with
your customers when appropriate. ■

◗

Russ Corsi retired as manager of technical services from PPG Industries’ Automotive Replacement Glass business unit after
31 years in the glass industry. He now serves
as a consultant to the industry. Mr. Corsi’s
opinions are solely his own and not necessarily those of this magazine.

Do you have a
technical issue you’d
like addressed?
Or a question for
manufacturers?
Please e-mail
pstacey@glass.com.
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ONE-HOUR
PARKING
SUPER QUICK CURES
For quick cures and faster drive-away times, insist on DINITROL® D-9000,
our leading one-part urethane. One-hour drive away time with dual airbags
(0°–115°F). Crash-test proven.
The full line of high quality DINITROL products from EFTEC are designed
to help you get auto glass installations done quickly, so you can get your
customers back on the road fast. Whether it’s through winter cold or summer
heat, DINITROL adhesives, sealers and primers perform in even the most
extreme conditions.
As a supplier to the world’s largest vehicle manufacturers, EFTEC serves
the automotive aftermarket with products that are OEM used and approved.
Available in 10.5 oz. cartridge or 20.3 oz. foil wrap.

EXTREME CLIMATE CONDITIONS READY
bonding
coating
sealing

For EFTEC product availability, call

e
st
Th ciali
e
in the Automotive Aftermarket
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or visit www.eftecna.com
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COMPANY NEWS

Belron US to Buy Diamond Glass

J

from Newport-Levine Acquisitions,
“The real work is
which is partially owned by Ken Levine,
a h e a d o f u s n o w. ”
Diamond’s largest shareholder and former co-chairman of the company; ac- —Tom Feeney, Belron US
cording to Michael Richman of Foley
The auction, held on June 19, took
and Lardner, counsel for Diamond,
Newport-Levine Acquisitions’ bid fell an entire day.
“The debtors spent nearly 12 hours
$100,000 below that of Belron US.
Both bids included a deposit of $1 with Belron and Newport-Levine
working to clarify their bids,” Richman
million.
said. “Belron has agreed to be the highest and best bid … The sale to Belron is
in the best interest of the debtors.”
Equalizer Officials Go Abroad
Bill Cogswell, president of Diamond
Equalizer Industries president
Glass, was not in attendance at the
Eric Asbery, international sales
hearing.
director Henri Goudsmit and sen“Mr. Cogswell felt it was more imior technical advisor Gilbert
portant to be back at company headGutierrez recently took a twoquarters to talk with employees, and
week trip to visit distributors
we agree,” Richman said.
across Europe. Among their stops
The closing date for the sale was
were Italy, the Netherlands, Gerscheduled for June 30 at press time,
many and France.
though, because of the price of the
“This was kind of a different Gutierrez demonstrates a windshield
sale, the companies may have to file
approach,” says Gutierrez of the removal and replacement on a European bus.
under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Act,
trip.
which deals with anti-trust issues; if
On one particular stop in Italy, they received a bit of a surprise.
“It just so happened that they had problems with the removal of a windshield from that happens, the close date could be
a bus,” he says. “It was really kind of cool. They had a couple cars and they wanted extended for two weeks, but at press
me to show them how to cut windows out. I told them I’d rather start with the bus. time company officials were uncertain
whether this would be necessary.
We don’t get to do many those—especially a bus manufactured in Europe.”
Belron US chief executive officer
He continues, “They started telling me the problems they were having removing
this glass. It was taking them 20 minutes just to remove the moulding—which was Tom Feeney, along with several other
Belron representatives, was in attenprobably as tall as I am.”
dance at the hearing. When asked
The lengthy, 6-foot mouldings weren’t the only issue.
“The windshield was surrounded by tempered pieces. We had to be careful not to how he felt once the bidding process
was over, Feeney said, “Relaxed and
break those to get the windshield out,” he says.
The demonstration proved to be a perfect one to show the speed of Equalizer’s Ex- anxious—the real work is ahead of us
now.”
press 360 and Stingray 220-volt, though.

UDGE CHRISTOPHER SONTCHI
of the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for
the District of Delaware approved
the sale of Diamond Glass and its assets to Belron US for more than $54
million during a hearing on June 20 in
Wilmington, Del. In addition to the
sale price, Belron US agreed to assume
$9 million in liabilities.
The only other bid on the table was

“I prepped the area and it took me about a minute and a half to remove the
moulding using our power tools,” Gutierrez says. “That in itself was like a savings.
The whole job was taking them two and a half hours to remove the glass, so I already knocked off 27 minutes of their time doing the mouldings.
“We started cutting the windshield out and I had a couple techs I was training
and we probably got it out in less than 28 minutes,” he says. “That was one of the
nice things of going over there and introducing our latest product—it was just an
eye opener.”
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Please visit
www.agrrmag.com
for an exclusive
interview with Belron chief executive
officer Gary Lubner regarding the
purchase of Diamond Glass.
continued on page 18
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Product. Packaging. Training.
Tech support. Profit.

Squeezing more profit out of your windshield adhesive
isn’t about paying a few cents less for a cartridge or sausage. It’s about
getting each job done faster, easier, better. It’s about
reducing inventory costs with products like EZ Kits –
one kit per technician per day with everything he needs for his day’s
work. It’s about making life easier for technicians – and
giving them the best training and tech support available.
Dow Automotive delivers it all. The products, packaging, training and
support you need to get the most profit out of your business. We invented windshield replacement adhesives over 40 years
ago. And we’re reinventing all the time. To help keep you out in front.
Looking for a better way to do business? Call Dow Automotive at
1-80 0-453-3779. Let’s see what we can do together.

Call 1-800-453-3779 or visit www.dowautomotiveaftermarket.com
®Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
Dow Automotive is a business unit of The Dow Chemical Company and its subsidiaries.

AGRReports
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Zeledyne Purchases ACH;
New Owners Plan to Make
Glass “Core Business”
Zeledyne
announced the purchase
of the Ford Motor Co.
Automotive Components Holdings (ACH)
glass business and its
plants in Nashville,
Robert Price Tenn., and Tulsa, Okla.,
its subsidiary Vidriocar
in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, in early April.
Also included in the sale are the leases
for a warehouse in Lebanon, Tenn., and
engineering offices in Allen Park, Mich.
The newly founded Zeledyne was
created by Robert Price, a Tulsa-based
private investor, who now serves as
chair of the company. Michael J. McCarney, who previously was with Ford, will
serve as the new chief executive officer.
“The key in our strategy right now
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is that glass has been
kind of a secondary
business for both
Ford
when
they
owned it, Visteon
when they owned it,
and quite frankly
even ACH under the
Michael
Ford umbrella,” McMcCarney
Carney says. “But
under the Zeledyne name plate, this
is our core business.”
With this new focus, the company
also plans to upgrade much of the existing equipment at both its plants in
Nashville, Tenn., and Tulsa, Okla.
“Two of our float lines have recently
been rebuilt—our Nashville float and
our T2 float in Tulsa is under construction right now, and we have plans for our
third float in Tulsa. “This is going to posture us very positively in the glass business,” he says. “Essentially, we have a

three-float company structure right now
and all three will be brought up to the
latest level and, by the end of next year,
we’ll have them all completely re-built.”
No interruptions in production nor
major personnel changes are expected.
“We’re actually a privately owned
company taking over the existing facilities and we’re taking most of the existing employees with us,” says McCarney,
who brings 30 years experience with
Ford to his new position. “We expect it
to be a seamless transition.”
While McCarney is unable to reveal
much about the company’s strategic
plans for the future, he notes that growing Zeledyne’s original-equipment (OE)
customer base will be a priority.
“We’ve got a very strong record of
engineering and program management performance with the automocontinued on page 20
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A Pinnacle of Success
Since entering the U.S. Auto Glass Replacement Industry (AGR) in 1992, Sika has become
the AGR market leader by providing superior customer service, extensive marketing
programs, and innovative and “user-friendly” polyurethane adhesive technologies.
Sika will sell our 100 Millionth U.S. AGR Cartridge in 2008. This coincides with Sika
surpassing 60% U.S. AGR Market Share. To celebrate this pinnacle of success, we
want to say THANK YOU TO OUR LOYAL U.S. AGR CUSTOMERS who have made
this milestone possible!

As our way of saying Thank You, we encourage you to
enter our Sweepstakes Drawing for a trip to New York
City and a chance for a trip for two to Switzerland!
Enter Sika's 100 Millionth Sweepstakes Drawing to win one of six weekend trips to
New York City where the six winners will be included in an additional drawing to win
a trip for two to Switzerland. Please contact your local Sika representative or call
1-800-688-7452 for additional information.

No purchase necessary. Open to Auto Glass Replacement (AGR) Cos. that as of 4/1/08 use Sika’s auto glass adhesive system products. Entries must
be postmarked by 8/11/08 and rec’d by 8/18/08. For official rules, send SASE to: Attn: Sika 100 Millionth Cartridge Sweepstakes. Official Rules request,
c/o Sika Corporation, 30800 Stephenson Highway, Madison Heights, Michigan 48071 (VT residents may omit return postage). Sika Corporation, 201
Polito Avenue, Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071.

AGRReports
continued

“Over time we
expect [the
merger] to be a
good thing.”

tive and OE suppliers and we’re going
to be working very closely to broaden
our OE customer base,” he says.
He adds, “We have an excellent — J e s s e H e r r e r a , N A G S
team here in place. We’re looking forward to taking the business forward.” of product management and marketing, says few, if any, changes are expected for the NAGS business.
Mitchell International
“With respect to NAGS and how it
and CCC Information
might be affected, the reality is we exServices to Merge
Mitchell International, the San pect that there will be relatively limited
Diego-based parent company of Na- changes, if any, to the NAGS business,”
tional Auto Glass Specifications Inter- Herrera says.
Herrera notes that CCC does not
national (NAGS), announced in early
April that it had signed a definitive have any glass program in place curagreement with CCC Information Serv- rently—allowing this business to reices Inc. in Chicago to combine in a main as is.
“It is not an area of overlap to our two
merger-of-equals transaction valued at
$1.4 billion. The combined enterprise companies. It is a unique business to
Mitchell,” he says. “It is more of a comwill be known as CCC-Mitchell Inc.
Jesse Herrera, senior vice president plementary product line for the two
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companies than an area of concern.”
He adds, “Over time we expect [the
merger] to be a good thing.”

AGC Restructures, Plans to
Focus on Auto Glass and
Solar Cell Operations
Asahi Glass Co. Ltd. (AGC) has announced that it will stop operations on
three float glass production lines and
two architectural coating lines from
April to December of this year, and will
sell the glass fabrication business.
Asahi Glass will concentrate its management resources on glass for solar
cells, as well as raw glass for automotive use and value-added building
products, according to a press release
issued by the Tokyo-based company.
continued on page 22
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continued

KUDOS
Picard Takes Home First Place in GDAS
Competition, Now Will Travel to AGTO
Brendan Picard of Novus Auto Glass in Regina took home
first-place in the Glass Dealers Association of Saskatchewan’s
second annual auto glass technician feeder competition on
May 3 and will now head to the Auto Glass Technician Competition (AGTO) in Las Vegas November 7-8. Picard took
home first place in last year’s GDAS competition as well and
competed in last year’s AGTO.
The competition was held in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, as
part of the GDAS’ annual general meeting, at the
Saskatchewan Government Insurance Claim Center.
Picard says his main training for the competition
comes from reviewing the rules, which were based on
those of the AGTO.

Mainstreet Web Services can get you there.
With over 26 years’ experience in glass industry
technology and software, Mainstreet has all the
know-how to:
UÊ Ê
, start to ﬁnish. Let our professionals
build your customized site based on proven
results. We can update it, maintain it and test its
performance so you’re always in touch with
your market.
UÊ Ê
for top search engine results.
We place targeted keywords in all the right places
for maximum, quality search results. Customers
ﬁnd you every time.
UÊ Ê
on stable, in-house servers.
We keep your site as reliable as you are, ensuring
your site is live and error free, so customers can
ﬁnd you 24/7/365.
Call 800-698-6246 now, or visit mainstreetcomp.com.
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Part of Picard’s winnings include a trip to this year’s Auto
Glass Technician Olympics in Las Vegas.
“I kind of go over the rules everyday and keep everything
in mind what has to be done,” he says.
But, he also notes, the main key is knowing how to do
your job.
“As long as you know your job, you’ll do fine,” he says.
And, as a second-time GDAS winner and a soon-to-be second-time contestant in AGTO, what’s his advice for others?
“Try to relax and make sure you know what you’re
going into,” he says.
He also mentioned that the competition continues to get
stiffer—and competitions such as these are improving the
quality of the work that he sees.
“It was a very close competition this year,” says Picard,
who is in his eleventh year in the industry. “Everyone’s taking their jobs more seriously. That’s the whole purpose of
these competitions.”
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Nathaniel Vey and Jordy Racette, both of Speedy Glass,
took second and third place, respectively, in the competition.
There were seven contestants total.
The AGTO will be held November 7-8 at the Mandalay
Convention Center in Las Vegas, as part of Auto Glass Week in
Las Vegas.

LEGAL
$1 Million Settlement Proposed in
ABRA Class Action Employment Suit
The plaintiffs in a class-action suit against ABRA Auto
Body and Glass have proposed a total settlement of $1
million. The suit, filed last summer by two former ABRA
employees, alleges that the company required customer
service managers (CSMs) and customer service representatives (CSRs) to work overtime without pay and that
it did so by misclassifying them as “managerial,” which
exempted them from overtime pay.
The U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota
has given preliminary approval of the plan, and at press
time was scheduled to provide final review of the settlement plan and plaintiffs’ other requests at a hearing on
July 29. The court has appointed Rust Consulting as the
settlement administrator.
If the current settlement stipulation is approved, to
calculate the allocation of the settlement fund, plaintiffs
in the class will calculate the number of months each
worked at ABRA between July 1, 2004, and April 30, 2008.
Then, all plaintiffs’ months worked will be added together, and the total amount of the remaining fund
(minus attorneys’ fees, costs and the settlement administrator’s costs), to arrive at an average dollar amount per
month. Each plaintiff would then multiply the average
per-month amount by the number of months he worked
at ABRA, according to court documents filed in the case.
In addition, plaintiffs in the class are requesting that
the two named plaintiffs, who originally filed the suit,
Thomas Hale and Justin Schreckenstein, receive payments of $7,500 each “in recognition of their time and effort in serving the class,” in addition to their regular
settlement payments. The court will review this request
as well on July 29.
According to court documents, the settlement fund allocation will be performed by the plaintiffs, their counsel and
Rust Consulting, without any input or direction from ABRA.
The original suit was filed by Halunen and Associates,
representing Hale and Schreckenstein, on July 17, 2007,
in the U.S. District Court in Minnesota.
ABRA is represented by Joseph M. Sokolowski and
Lindsay J. Zamzow of Fredrikson & Byron P.A. in
Minneapolis.
■
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It’s going to make doing business more efﬁcient, more
nimble and more proﬁtable than ever.

With Glas-Avenue™ Version 8.0, Mainstreet takes
the industry’s only truly integrated sales, accounting and
inventory control software to a whole new level, with
new features like these and many more:
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Call 800-698-6246 now, or visit mainstreetcomp.com.
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AGRSS News

the latest in safety

®

Accreditation Committee Work on Track
for 2009 Third-Party Validation

T

HE AUTO GLASS REPLACEMENT
Safety Standards (AGRSS) Council Inc.’s Accreditation Committee continues to develop the model for
third-party validation, which is expected to debut in 2009. All aspects of
that process are running smoothly and
on time, according to committee chair-

person Carl Tompkins (see related story
in March/April 2008 AGRR, page 28).
“Fulfillment of the registration
process begins in 2009,” accreditation
committee chairperson Carl Tompkins
says. “We’ll be enacting the final phase
of the registration program that will
provide the highest level of credibility

AGRSS Chair Reacts to Belron US AGRSS Statements
AGRSS Council Inc. president Cindy Ketcherside recently expressed concern about
statements made by Belron US executive vice president Tom Feeney at the Independent Glass Association’s (IGA) Annual Conference in Las Vegas and follow-up comments made by company spokesperson Jenny Cain in an interview with AGRR
magazine/glassBYTEs.com™ (see related stories on pages 32 and 48).
When asked during a presentation at the IGA conference about his position on
AGRSS, Feeney advised Belron US doesn’t intend to register because it doesn’t support third-party validation.
Afterwards, Cain advised AGRR magazine/glassBYTEs.com™ that company officials
believe that its own training and certification program, SafeTech, “takes the [AGRSS]
Standard as adopted to a higher level.”
In response to these statements, Ketcherside notes there seems to be confusion
about the actual content of the Standard and what it addresses.
“The comment Tom Feeney made at the AGRSS Conference, as well as the subsequent statement issued by Belron/US, lead me to believe there is tremendous confusion within the Belron US organization of the actual document ANSI/AGRSS
002-2002, the industry’s Auto Glass Replacement Safety Standard and the AGRSSregistered company program,” she says.
She also speaks to the involvement of Belron US in the development of the
Standard.
“The disturbing part of these statements is that AGRSS is, and has always been, a
full industry-wide effort, including individuals from the Belron US organization who
helped write the Standard and develop Phase I and Phase II of the AGRSS-registered
company program,” Ketcherside adds. “It belongs to our industry as a whole without
partisanship or politics. It was developed to help advance our industry in auto glass
installation that complies with the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards.”
Finally, Ketcherside says she hopes that Belron US will remain a part of the effortand perhaps even become a registered company in the future.
“As the largest provider of auto glass services in this country, we would like
Belron to be part of the effort to create a healthy industry,” she says. “Having
Belron US embrace, rather than discount, AGRSS registration would be one of the
strongest and most effective leadership statements the company could make in
the United States. Having seen Belron’s leadership role in other countries, we
are extremely surprised at its parochial view of the AGRSS Standard and the
AGRSS-registered company program.”
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in validating AGRSS compliance, and
that’s through third-party validation.”
The validation team is a subcommittee of the accreditation committee
and is chaired by Cindy Ketcherside.
Currently, the team is culling proposals from independent third-party
validation organizations across the
country that are interested in handling
the job for the AGRSS Council. In midApril, more than 50 organizations were
sent a request for proposals (RFP) and
Tompkins reports that within three
weeks “a number of companies responded that they [would] be submitting a full proposal and model by the
end of [April],” which was the deadline.

AGRSS CAP
Program Grows in 2008
This spring, members of the AGRSS
Council Inc. worked to finalize a process
to help interested AGRSS-registered
companies organize and enact a Consumer Awareness Program (CAP) event
in their community and the best way to
do it with the support of local government, media and the insurance industry.
The first CAP event was held last August
in Rochester, Minn. (see related story in
the October 2007 issue of AGRR, page 46).
Brochures outlining what CAP events
are and how to host them are among
the marketing materials available to
AGRSS-registered companies.
■

The AGRSS Council launched its CAP
program last August in Minnesota.
www.agrrmag.com

Legis lation

legal updates

Connecticut Governor
Signs Anti-Steering Bill

C

ONNECTICUT GOV. M. JODI
Rell has signed a bill that will
require disclosure to consumers that they have the right to
choose the repair facility to complete
repairs to their motor vehicles in the
state.
House Bill 5152 (now Public Act

No. 08-146), which will go into effect
January 1, 2009, will require insurance companies to include the following notice on all issued insurance
cards in capital letters and boldface
type:
“You have the right to choose the licensed repair shop where the damage to

your motor vehicle will be repaired.”
The bill also will require motor vehicle repair shops to provide notice to
insurers of the need for supplemental
repairs and to establish a time frame
for insurers to inspect the motor vehicle prior to commencement of such
supplemental repairs.

Washington Amendment to Anti-Steering Law Meets End in Senate Hearing
Washington House Bill 3053, which
would have amended the state’s current
anti-steering law and would prohibit an
insurer or claims administrator from recommending an auto glass repair or replacement shop if the insured indicates he
has chosen a facility, met its end in earlier this year while under Senate review.
“It’s gone—dead,” says Rep. Steve
Kirby (D-Wash.), who introduced the bill
originally in the house, “but it’ll be back
next year.”
On February 26, a hearing was held before the Senate Financial Institutions and
Insurance Committee regarding the bill,
which ultimately led to its demise. Insurers came out in full protest against the
bill, calling it “anti-consumer” and referring to its restrictions as a “gag order.”
Kirby
had
advised
AGRR
magazine/glassBYTEs.com™ that the
bill’s fate in the Senate, though, wasn’t
surprising.
“Legislation that regulates the insurance industry usually fares better in the
House than in the Senate,” he said. “It is
a strategy for the insurance industry to
let things happen in the house and wait
for them in the Senate and beat them
down there.”
He also said the insurance industry’s
opposition to the bill is characteristic
of the insurer group’s recent activities
in Washington regarding legislation that
involves them.
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“I believe the insurance industry has
drawn a line in the sand in the state of
Washington and will fight to the death
with every piece of legislation that attempts to regulate them in any way,”
he said.
“At its core, this bill presents a huge
problems in that it prevents insurers
from communicating to its insureds the
services and rights that they have paid
for,” said Mel Sorenson, speaking on behalf of the Property and Casualty Insurance Association of America, during the
February hearing.
Cliff Webster, speaking for the American Insurance Association, agreed.
“[The bill] would decrease the amount
of information available to insureds and
that’s not fair to the consumer,” he said.
A Belron US/Safelite representative,
Dan Coyne, also was in attendance to
speak out against the bill.
“If enacted, this bill would effectively
be a gag order,” he said.
One insurer representative argued
that the bill is not one of importance to
consumers.
“All we want is a seamless claims system. We’re not getting complaints about
this,” he said.
However, the bill, which arose from
work conducted by the Washington Independent Auto Glass Association and
Seattle-based All Star Glass, also met
lots of support from the auto glass in-

dustry with assistance from the Independent Glass Association, who insisted it’s not meant to be a gag order.
“It is not our intent in any shape or
form to gag the insurers,” said Lisa
Thatcher, speaking on behalf of All Star
Glass.
Pam Shearer of Auto Glass Plus also
spoke.
“What this bill is about is thirdparty administrators who also own
glass shops whose language does interfere with a consumer’s right to
choose,” she told the committee. “The
language they use is, ‘Unless you instruct me otherwise, I’d like you to use
a particular shop.’”
Christie Newman, also of All Star
Glass, noted that while the current law,
passed last year, does have merit, she
believes it is still flawed.
“There is a big loophole in this bill
that a third-party administrator can advise that they own the shop right before
they start the repair,” she said. “This bill
is trying to prevent steering away of a
consumer’s choice.”
Sen. Don Benton advised Shearer
asked if it’s possible this is an issue
that’s not of importance to consumers.
“Maybe they don’t care and they just
want their windshields fixed,” he said.
“Maybe that’s the bottom line.”
“I do believe consumers who have a
choice in mind do care,” she replied. ■
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on the road

calendar of events

D A Y /
2008
September 16-21, 2008
Automechanika Frankfurt 2008
Sponsored by Messe Frankfurt.
Messe Frankfurt GmbH.
Frankfurt, Germany.
Contact: Messe Frankfurt GmbH
at +49 69 75-6457 or visit
www.automechanika.messefrankfurt.com.
November 5-8, 2008
NACE Expo
Sponsored by the Automotive
Service Association.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: www.naceexpo.com.
November 5-6, 2008
The Auto Glass Safety
Conference (the AGRSS Conference)
Sponsored by the Auto Glass Replacement
Safety Standards (AGRSS) Council Inc.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: Visit www.agrss.com.

P L A N N E R

November 6, 2008
Third Annual Walt Gorman Memorial
Windshield Repair Olympics
Co-sponsored by the National Windshield Repair
Association (NWRA) and AGRR magazine.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: NWRA at 540/720-7484
or visit www.nwrassn.org.
November 7-8, 2008
Fourth Annual Auto Glass Technician Olympics
Co-sponsored by the Independent Glass
Association (IGA) and AGRR magazine.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: AGRR at 540/720-5584
or visit www.glassexpos.com.
November 7, 2008
National Windshield Repair
Association (NWRA) Annual Conference
Sponsored by the NWRA.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: NWRA at 540/720-7484
or visit www.nwrassn.org.

November 8, 2008
Independent Glass Association
(IGA) Marketing Conference
Sponsored by the IGA.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center.
Las Vegas.
Contact: IGA at 540/720-7484 or visit
www.iga.org.
December 8-10, 2008
Glass Expo Midwest™ ’08
Co-sponsored by AGRR magazine.
Renaissance Schaumburg
Hotel & Convention Center
Schaumburg, Ill.
Contact: AGRR magazine or
visit www.glassexpos.com.
2009
March 25-26, 2009
Glass Expo Northeast™ 2009
Sponsored by AGRR magazine.
Hyatt Regency Long Island
at Wind Watch Golf Club.
Long Island, N.Y.
Contact: AGRR magazine at 540/720-5584.■

One Certification
"Lighting the way to a better future."

®

INDEPENDENT

Glass Association
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www.igacertification.org
385 Garrisonville Rd, Ste 116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-7484
info@iga.org
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Insurance
talk
policy briefs

Connecticut Court Rules
Against Hartford Insurance

T

HE CONNECTICUT SUPREME
Court recently ruled in favor of
several auto body shops in a
case alleging that Hartford Fire Insurance Co. was engaging in steering practices. The ruling in Artie’s Auto Body Inc.
Et Al. vs. Hartford Fire Insurance Co.
notes that when Hartford insureds are
seeking auto body repairs, “customer
care team specialists are instructed to
direct the insureds to the closest preferred shop through The Hartford’s
customer repair service program.”
An economic consultant, Frederick

B. Jennings Jr., testified on behalf of the
plaintiffs, and proposed a method to
calculate the effect of the aforementioned policy on non-preferred shops
in Connecticut. First, Jennings looks at
“the percentage of claims that would
have flowed to preferred shops in the
absence of any steering.” He then
compared the numbers of specialists
and their success rates, to determine
that “approximately 40 percent of all
referrals to preferred shops would have
gone to those shops without steering.”
However, he argued, “Correspond-

ingly, approximately 60 percent of all
referrals to preferred shops would have
gone to non-preferred shops without
steering,” according to the ruling.
The court writes, “We conclude that
the trial court was well within its discretion in finding that the plaintiffs
satisfied their burden of demonstrating that generalized, class-wide evidence may be used to prove that The
Hartford engaged in unfair or deceptive practices that caused each of the
putative class members to suffer an
ascertainable loss.”
■
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Reign
AGRR’s Exclusive Interview with
Belron CEO Gary Lubner and
New Belron US CEO Tom Feeney

GARY LUBNER

B

TOM FEENEY

elron US announced on June 12
that Dan Wilson, current
president and chief executive
officer (CEO) for Belron US, is
retiring from his current role,
and Tom Feeney (TF), executive vice
president, is being promoted to president
and CEO.
On the day the promotion was announced,
Feeney, along with Belron CEO Gary Lubner
(GL), took the time to conduct an exclusive
interview with AGRR magazine.
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AGRR: Who will replace Mr. Feeney in his current
role?
TF: We have announced that Pete Pearson, an associate who’s been with us for about 19 years, will take
on the responsibility of our key client sales and support team. He has many years of experience. You may
remember the company AFG. AFG had acquired the
business he was running in Salt Lake City called A1
Quality Glass. Pete was president and general manager, so when we acquired AFG, Pete came with that
acquisition, and for the last 20 years or so with us, he’s
held a variety of positions including regional vice
president of operations, vice president of field sales,
vice president of training and development and, most
recently, vice president of sales and support.
AGRR: Are there any other personnel changes to
come?
TF: We’ve promoted Mark Placenti to vice president of branding and marketing, and we’ve promoted
Dino Lanno to vice president of enterprise-wide procurement and manufacturing and distribution. We’ve
created a new senior leadership team that includes
Doug Herron, Mark Smolik, Rich Harrison, Dino
Lanno, Mark Placenti and Pete Pearson.
AGRR: What are the challenges of taking on this
role? Is there anything you’re particularly concerned
about?
TF: Any time you take on new responsibly, of
course, you have those inner concerns. I have a couple—one is replacing a very successful CEO in Dan
Wilson, who had many, many achievements and accomplishments over the past 10 years with Safelite and
Belron and, more importantly, in the last five years as
our CEO. He really guided the organization very well,
so taking over the responsibility from him weighs on
me. The organization loves him very, very much and
will miss him. So I’ve got my own growing to do. Obviously the challenges of our industry and the challenges
of the economy concern me a little bit, but frankly I
think our strategy—Belron US’s strategy—supported
by the extension of Belron itself worldwide, gives me
great confidence that we have a sound strategy. That
strategy includes a growth initiative, and we’re going
to grow significantly over the next several years.
AGRR: Mr. Lubner, I suspect that there was quite a
bit of deliberation in terms of how to structure the position after Mr. Wilson’s departure. Would you mind
sharing a little bit about some of the factors that went

www.agrrmag.com

Belron US business. And I know that personally my pledge
into your choice of Tom as the new CEO?
GL: Fortunately, we had the benefit of time because of support was sincere and that if I did not get the job I
Dan and I have been talking about this for a long time, and was going to remain an associate of Belron US with the
because we had time we decided very early on that the ap- same level of excitement and commitment to the success
of the business if I hadn’t sucpointment of the new CEO was
ceeded in the promotion. I can tell
going to be done as thoroughly as
that the other candidates have
possible. The process started last
“ … Tom Feeney came out not you
renewed their pledge to me and I
year, and we had probably the most
vigorous process we’ve ever had at only as the best candidate, but that pledge to them. We were fortunate in the way we approached
Belron to get to where we are, for
actually came out with
the simple reason that the U.S. is exceptional results. This really this, and, frankly, we kidded one
other about this, and used the GE
Belron’s biggest business and, quite
gave all of us a huge amount example—the people that didn’t
frankly, Belron’s biggest potential.
of confidence that we had
get the job left in like six hours, but
Finding the right candidate was
we did not want to do that. We
absolutely critical and so we looked
chosen the right person.”
made a confident decision that we
externally and we looked internally
—GARY LUBNER
wanted the team to stay intact.
within the Belron worldwide organization including Belron US, and we
AGRR: Do you foresee any other immediate changes, other
came up with a short list of candidates who were then put
through a process, which included testing in a number of than those related to personnel?
TF: We’ve had a two-day management meeting this week
different areas from psychometrics to verbal and numerical
where Gary made the announcement yesterday and I can
reasoning.
We received feedback about the way all the candidates say that the energy level has been very, very high in the ormanaged their current roles from their teams, from their ganization, with respect to celebrating Dan’s achievements
peers, from their colleagues, and then finally they went and sending him off the in the proper way. It gave us an opthrough a testing center, which was held in the United portunity to review where we stood and what all of our iniKingdom. It was attended by six of my senior colleagues in- tiatives are. I would say my take is that there was a lot of
cluding myself. And then, they went through further inter- excitement in the room for the future of Belron US.
GL: I’ve never seen so many standing ovations in the
viewing, testing, role-playing, case studies and in all of that
Tom Feeney came out not only as the best candidate, but space of one day … People really were very, very thankful
actually came out with exceptional results. This really gave and gracious about Dan’s contributions.
all of us a huge amount of confidence that we had chosen
AGRR: Mr. Feeney, you had made a comment about the
the right person.
You know, this is a process we use for all of our senior hir- fact that Belron US doesn’t intend to register with AGRSS
ing so it’s a well-proven process and Tom did so well rela- at the recent Independent Glass Association (IGA) Contively against the other candidates that … really makes me ference in Las Vegas. Did you ever anticipate the reaction
feel extremely comfortable and confident in his abilities to you received?
TF: It was difficult to get that foot out of my mouth, wassucceed in this job. It’s a long, long process.
n’t it? You certainly didn’t misquote me, but, you know, that’s
TF: It was very comprehensive—we’ll leave it that.
one of those things you’d like to pull back, because I left
AGRR: I know that typically when you have a number of everyone with an impression that wasn’t necessarily tocandidates from the same company, occasionally it leaves tally true. We have supported AGRSS in the past and will
those that did not get it in a state of anomie. I was just won- continue to support AGRSS in the future. Glen Moses is
dering, Mr. Feeney, if you’ve thought about those other can- on the board [sic Standards Committee], I believe, and
I know we want Rich Harrison on the board.
didates and how they might react now.
We’re going to continue to provide human resource talent
TF: One of the nice things that Gary did for all of us is
that there was an awareness among all of us that we were to AGRSS and we want to help in any way we can to see that
candidates for the promotion. So we had an opportunity quality initiatives are enacted for the benefit of all the induswithout Gary necessarily knowing about it, to pledge our try and the ultimate consumer. That said, at this time we still
support to one another if Gary chose another one or other
continued on page 34
of the several candidates internally, especially those in the
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33
remain committed to not registering with AGRSS, only because the training standards
and practices that we have here
exceed those that AGRSS has
and we want to continue going
down our path of preparing our
technicians in the way we believe is absolutely required to be
in the Belron family.

“Obviously the challenges of our
industry and the challenges of the
economy concern me a little bit, but
frankly I think our strategy—Belron
US’s strategy—supported by the
extension of Belron itself worldwide,
gives me great confidence.”

AGRR: How would you say it
exceeds AGRSS registration?
TF: To get hired here, we put employees through a drug
test, a DMV check and a background check, so that’s a condition of employment here. I think Dan Wilson was open
about that at the IGA show that he attended, and that’s an
important one for us, and one we would highly encourage
AGRSS to adopt, and I know Rich, more so than Glen as Glen
really is a technical expert, is going to be promoting that if
and when he gets elected to the board.
AGRR: Switching gears, what are your thoughts on NAGS?
Do you believe it’s relevant to the U.S. market?
GL: I think I went on record a few years ago with my views
on NAGS and all I can say is, since then, my views have hardened, especially being in the U.S. market more so than a few
years ago. I see NAGS as having no relationship to the reality
of the industry in terms of inflationary pressures that are
coming from every single direction and I think that NAGS
quite frankly is irrelevant. Having said that, it does exist in this
market and certainly we’ve got to use it when necessary. But
it’s not something that we believe in; it’s certainly not something that is used anywhere else in the world either. This is an
unusual situation. In a couple of other markets in the world
we are moving away from [standardized] industry pricing. It
[NAGS] is nothing that we understand and therefore cannot
give it support.
TF: I’d like to add to Gary’s comments. He obviously has a
broader perspective than I do, but one of the values of NAGS
is the part numbering system. It does give us—the entire industry and the customer base—a commonality. That is the
aspect of NAGS that is important to the industry—at least in
the near term, I’d say.
GL: I would agree with that. Part numbering is a very
complex area. We know that from our businesses around
the world.
TF: And I also think Jesse [Herrera] and [his] team out
there have done a better job in the last five years than certainly NAGS has done in years before—they seem to be
more open to collaboration on some issues. There are
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some things we’d like them to
pay more attention to that
could hurt the industry financially. If they would deal with
those things, it could benefit
the entire industry.

AGRR: I know when you, Mr.
Lubner, made your first speech in
the states you made a very impassioned indictment of cash
—TOM FEENEY pricing. When I heard you speak
again about it a year later, it
seemed that tone had softened a bit and you mentioned that
cash pricing was necessary in some areas. Would you say
your thinking on cash pricing has evolved?
TF: You should have been in our management meeting
today ... [laughter]
AGRR: We would have loved that.
TF: Trust me, the first speech was more accurate.
GL: I fundamentally stick with my position, which is that
the biggest customer should be getting the best prices. And
cash pricing being so much lower than insurance prices
makes no sense to me. I’ve said this before, but we don’t see
this in any other country except in some parts of Canada
and the United States … My belief is we should be getting a
fair price for the service we provide.
AGRR: We touched on drug testing earlier. We know you
require drug testing for your technicians, but is there a possibility you might require it in the future for network shops?
TF: We actually did a survey last November and we
were pleasantly surprised that there were a fair amount
of glass shops already doing drug testing for their technicians, and I can say that there are several insurance companies that are bringing that question up, along with
criminal background checks, in the interest of protecting
their insureds. It’s a very important issue for our industry,
and we know that when we don’t hire a technician because of the drug test or background check, they’re often
hired in the industry.

AGRR: You guys could really just say “We’re going to require this” and then it would be a requirement.
TF: You mean of the networks?
AGRR: Yes.
TF: I don’t know, do you think we have that much influence?
AGRR: I think that the people you’d be requiring it of think
you do.
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Visit the Only Online section of www.agrrmag.com for an
exclusive video interview with Belron US CEO Tom Feeney.
Feeney conducted the interview shortly after
the announcement that Belron US had the
winning bid in the auction for the assets of Diamond Glass.
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AGRR: It’s a little unusual for someone to have such a
heavy background in sales to rise to this level. I would imagine with Mr. Feeney’s background, including his accounting
degree, that that was particularly attractive as well.
GL: One of the things that we looked heavily into was
background. Tom’s done it all. He’s strongly enumerate
and knows financials extremely well because of his education. And, very importantly, he understands the operations. For me, the icing on the cake really is that he has
built Safelite Solutions into the business that it is and his
relationship with all of our key accounts is second to
none. He’s well-known, he’s well-respected, he’s well-regarded. His understanding of field sales from the biggest
insurance company down to the to the smallest is second
to none. If you put all of those things together with his intellectual ability and emotional intelligence, you’ve got a
pretty strong candidate.
TF: I should have negotiated harder [laughs]. Honestly,
when people say that about me, I don’t think of myself as
a salesperson. I don’t know where it came from, but we’ve
allowed cross-functional involvement irrespective of the
piece of the business you’re personally responsible for.
Doug Herron, our [chief financial officer], will be as communicative about operational issues as anyone else. Rich
Harrison, who heads up operations today—we want him
as involved with key client areas as we can. We allow this
cross-functional thing—we’ve never put up fences. I’ve
never felt like a sales guy—I’ve always felt like a businessperson who has a responsibility for and accountability to Safelite.
■
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AGRR: When you acquire a company, do you typically require drug testing?
TF: In every situation, we actually start over and think
about it. When Belron acquired us, and we integrated Belron Inc. and Safelite, we took a position that everyone was
okay, but everyone knew we’d do random drug testing. And
indeed we have done random drug tests. We do drug tests
after every vehicle accident or safety accident to make sure
that there weren’t drugs involved. And it’s not just the technicians, by the way—it’s every employee that comes to
work at the company, people in the call center, office workers, management. It’s not just geared at the techs.

ATTACH IN SECONDS
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TF: That makes me feel good [chuckles].
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New Laminated Glass Options
Bring Opportunities and Challenges
by Les Shaver

D

AVE BURNS, PRESIDENT OF
Ray Sands Glass in Rochester,
N.Y., says he sees a lot of
high-end vehicles come into his shop.
And, with those vehicles, he sees new
types of glass (see part one of this article in May/June AGRR, page 18).
“The high-end foreign cars are
using more laminated glass than
ever,” Burns says.

Breaking Points
Laminated glass breaks differently
from how a piece of tempered glass
breaks. Tempered glass breaks into tiny
pieces, while laminated glass cracks and
usually is held in place by the plastic interlayer. Since the glass will stay in
place, Burns thinks consumers may feel
less of a need to get it fixed immediately
“People won’t be desperate to get it

[a replacement] done,” Burns says. “If
tempered breaks, they have a whole
window to fix. If [laminated glass]
cracks, they don’t have a whole window to fix.”
Of course, state governments also
may play a role in when a consumer
decides to fix his glass. If the break
makes vision difficult, drivers may be
forced to get new laminated sidelites.
“If broken laminated glass restricts
the sidelite view, you will see the
states step up,” Burns says.

Business as Usual
When the laminated sidelites do
break, though, it really shouldn’t be
difficult to work with, experts say.
“Most aftermarket guys are familiar
with [laminated glass],” says Tom Laboda, automotive market develop-

f oc us

on

REPAIR

Repair-Ability
Windshield repair technicians have become adept at fixing cracks and star
breaks on laminated windshields. So, you’d think if laminate grows in other
glass in cars, it would provide a lot of opportunity. Not so fast, says Thomas
Hagen, an engineer covering glass and mouldings for the General Motors Exterior Center.
“This is heat-strengthened laminated glass [a process of partial tempering,
used to increase the durability strength of the part], not annealed laminated
glass, such as is used in windshields,” he says. “It has different properties
than a windshield when it breaks. [For example, if you have a crack, it will
run to the edges, making it non-repairable].”
Chuck Butler, business development manager for DuPont Glass Laminating
Solutions in Wilmington, Del., agrees. He says the places these new laminated glasses are found in cars mean they’re less likely to be broken. And if
they are impacted, it depends on the kind of laminate that’s hit.
“Glass/glass laminates could be repaired with the current technology used
for windshields,” Butler says. “Glass/plastic laminates utilize tempered glass
for their increased stiffness and durability. The likelihood of one of those
breaking upon impact is much less than a glass/glass laminate.”
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ment manager for Saflex, a unit of Solutia in St. Louis. “Working with [laminated sidelites] isn’t a big deal,
especially for a glass expert. They
know [laminated glass] and they’ll
know how to deal with it.”
Others think the clean-up aspect of
laminated glass will be a plus as well.
“[Laminated glass] has a lot less
cleanup,” says Pete Dishart, global
product marketing manager with the
automotive glass and services segment of PPG Industries in Pittsburgh.
“It doesn’t break into little pieces.
That’s one good thing. They basically
install the same as before.”
Dishart does emphasize that there
may be one disadvantage in laminated
sidelites not breaking as obviously as
their tempered counterparts. “The
only potential issue you would see is if
you’re carrying a piece of tempered
glass and bang it against something, it
will shatter, so you know it’s broke,” he
says. “With [laminated glass], you
could nip it on something and it doesn’t shatter, but you could still install it.
The crack could grow over time.”

Different Versions
Not all laminated glass is created
equal. There’s the traditional glasslaminate-glass sandwich (using heatstrengthened glass) and there’s a
newer mixture with one lite of tempered glass and a laminate.
“Both of them offer UV-blocking
capabilities,” says Chuck Butler, business development manager for
DuPont Glass Laminating Solutions in
Wilmington, Del. “But they have differences with durability, stiffness,
weight, overall ejection mitigation
and safety. It’s not going to be stiff and

www.agrrmag.com

“If tempered
breaks, they have
a whole window
to fix. If [a
laminated sidelite]
cracks, they don’t
have a whole
window to fix.”

As shown here, laminated
sidelites are difficult to
break—but once broken,
are said to be easily
replaceable.

—Dave Burns,
Ray Sands Glass
durable if you use the traditional one.
You’re using two pieces of glass and
it’s typically going to be heavier.”
The plastic interlayer on the single monolithic construction is inside the surface, providing an
additional advantage. “When it’s
[the glass is] broken, occupants only
touch the plastic,” Butler says.
“There are no lacerations because
you have a smooth piece of plastic
you’re up against. No glass particles
will fall off of that into the cabin as
you would get with the laminated
piece of glass.”
Right now, spall shield is on Mer-

www.agrrmag.com

cedes R, E and F class panoramic sunroofs and Butler says other
manufacturers see it as an option,
particularly on large panoramics.
With the exception of police vehicles,
this construction isn’t found on
sidelites, though. Butler says the primary reason this construction is limited is because of fit.
“You can take the glass out of the
vehicle and drop in spall shield with
the same motors,” Butler says. “You
don’t have to have to modify the door.

That’s primarily what you see for
glass/plastic laminates in sidelites. It’s
kind of specialized at this point.”
The downside of this construction
is cost. “For a new laminator getting
into spall shield, it can be more expensive,” Butler says. “For someone
who is set up well, they can produce
spall shield laminated glass in the
ballpark of traditional laminate.” ■

◗

Les Shaver is a contributing writer for
AGRR magazine.
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ooking for a new moulding supplier, or maybe a new adhesive? Or, maybe you want to add on a new product offering, such as side mirrors or window film. In either case,
you’ve come to the right place. Within the following pages

3M AGR Division
3M Center, Building 223-6N-01
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
P: 651/733-4190
F: 651/737-9998

-A-

-CC.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
2503 East Vernon Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90058-1897
P: 800/421-6144 F: 800/262-3299
www.crlaurence.com

you’ll find your very own guide to the auto glass repair and replacement industries. First you’ll find a listing of companies that
supply the industry and their contact information, and on page 40
you’ll see the types of products they supply.
DCM Co.
P.O. Box 1549
Elkhart, IN 46515
P: 574/294-6989 F: 574/294-7599
www.dcmco.com

Extractor/Crystal Glass

Delta Kits Inc.

Fein Power Tools Inc.

6424 Gateway Blvd.
Edmonton, AB T6H 2H9
P: 877/628-8837 F: 780/438-5915
www.extractortools.com

-FA.N. Designs Inc.
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790-4632
P: 860/482-2921 F: 860/482-8585
www.ultrawiztools.com

ADCO Products Inc.
P.O. Box 457
Michigan Center, MI 49254
P: 517/764-0334 F: 517/764-2550
www.adcocorp.com

Carlite
17333 Federal Drive, #230
Allen Park, MI 48101
P: 313/755-1977 F: 313/378-6978
www.carlite.com

Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
138 E. Main Street
West Concord, MN 55985
P: 507/527-2233 F: 507/527-2308

P.O. Box 26509
Eugene, OR 97402
P: 800/548-8332 F: 541/345-1591
www.deltakits.com

1030 Alcon Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15220
P: 800/441-9878 F: 412/922-8767
www.feinus.com

Dent Doctor Inc.
11301 W. Markham Street
Little Rock, AR 72211
P: 501/224-0500 F: 501/224-0507
www.dentdoctor.com

-GGila Distributing Inc.
145 Mountain Brook Drive
Canton, GA 30115
P: 770/345-1275 F: 770/345-2394
www.gilainc.com

Coach Glass
AEGIS Tools International
2810 Syene Road
Madison, WI53725
P: 888/247-6000 F: 608/274-9395
www.aegistools.com

90 N. Polk
Eugene, OR 97402
P: 800/714-7171 F: 888/714-7171
www.coachglass.com

Commonwealth
Laminating & Coating
P.O. Box 4668
Martinsville, VA 24115
P: 276/632-4991 F: 276/632-0173
www.suntekfilms.com

Dow Automotive
555 Gaddis Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45403
P: 800-453-3779 F: 937-254-5125
www.dowautomotiveaftermarket.com

Duncan Systems Inc.
29391 U.S. Highway 33W
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 800/551-9149 F: 574/294-7289
www.duncansys.com

COX North America Inc.
AGRR magazine/glassBYTEs.com™ 8181 Coleman Road
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
P: 540/720-5584 F: 540/720-5687
www.agrrmag.com
www.glassBYTEs.com

-E-

Blue Star Products Inc.

Glass Mechanix
4881 W. Hacienda Ave. #6
Las Vegas, NV 89118
P: 702/932-1281

Glass Medic
7177 Northgate Way, Suite C
Westerville, OH 43082
P: 614/891-9222 F: 614/891-9227

CPFilms Inc.

Glass Pro Systems
eDirectGlass
8687 E. Via De Ventura, Suite 311
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
P: 480/993-0915 F: 480/422-9085
www.edirectglass.com

AGRSS Council Inc.

-B-

1020 N. University Parks Drive
Waco, TX 76707
P: 800/280-9959 F: 254/745-5073
www.glassdoctor.com

Haslett, MI 48840
P: 800/822-8114 F: 517/339-3806
www.cox-applicators.com
P.O. Box 5068
Martinsville, VA 24115
P: 276/627-3241 F: 276/627-3032
www.cpfilms.com

800 Roosevelt Road, Bldg. C,
Suite 312
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
P: 630/942-6597 F: 630/790-3095

Glass Doctor

Creative Extruded Products
1414 Commerce Park Drive
Tipp City, OH 45371
P: 937/667-4485 F: 937/667-3647
www.creativeextruded.com

-D-

355 Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
P: 800/809-2993 F: 631/231-5544
www.bluestar-products.com

Davis Instruments
3465 Diablo Avenue
Hayward, CA 94545
P: 510/732-9229

1116 Deanna Drive
Rockford, IL 61103
P: 815/713-4480 F: 815/713-2030
www.supercinch.com

Glass Technology Inc.
434 Turner Drive
Durango, CO 81301-3419
P: 970/247-9374 F: 970/247-9375
www.gtglass.com

Glasstech Inc.
2733 Big Sur Drive
Lewis Center, OH 43035
P: 740/548-1656 F: 866/596-7778
www.eftecna.com

Ampoint Industrial Park, 995 Fourth
Street
Perrysburg, OH 43551
P: 419/661-9500 F: 419/661-9616
www.glasstech.com

Elemental Container Inc.

Glaston Corp.

EFTEC Aftermarket

860 Springfield Road S.
Union, NJ 07083
P: 908/687-7720 F: 908/687-5157
www.aluminumbottles.com

Vehmaistenkatu 5
P.O. Box 25
Tampere, Finland 33731
P: +358 10 500 500
F: +358 10 500 6190
www.glaston.net

DC International
BTB Auto Glass Tools by SRP
12800 Highway 13 South, Suite 500
Savage, MN 55378
P: 888/293-1816 F: 888/293-1896
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P.O. Box 669175
Miami, FL 33166
P: 305/640-0295 F: 305/640-1842
www.dcifilms.com
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Equalizer Industries Inc.
1304 West Industrial Blvd.
Round Rock, TX 78681
P: 512/388-7715 F: 512/388-4188
www.equalizer.com

www.agrrmag.com

Your Guide to the Industry’s Suppliers

GlasWeld Systems
20578 Empire Blvd.
Bend, OR 97701
P: 800/321-2597 F: 541/388-1157
www.glasweld.com

Import Glass Corp.

Mito Corp.

2641 South Maple c/o Jensen Ave.
Fresno, CA 93725
P: 559/486-5888 F: 559/486-5999
www.importglasscorp.com

54905 County Road 17
Elkhart, IN 46516
P: 574/295-2441 F: 574/522-5480
www.mitocorp.com

"Lighting the way to a better future."

PPG Industries Inc./
LYNX Services
One PPG Place
Pittsburgh, PA 15272
P: 412/434-2892 F: 412/434-4080
www.ppg.com

®

INDEPENDENT

Glass Association

Independent Glass Association

Glazex
Glaz
ex

385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116
Stafford, VA 22554
P: 540/720-7484 F: 540/720-3470
www.iga.org

Glazex
P.O. Box 2180
Orem, UT 84059
P: 800/545-2770 F: 801/226-6464
www.glazex.com

3508 Veterans Memorial Hwy.
Bohemia, NY 11716
P: 800/448-5188 F: 631/981-4299
www.gggcorp.com

1360 Caldwell Circle
Anaheim, CA 92805
P: 866/956-5084 F: 714/956-7421
www.mygrantglass.com

-N-

-J20655 Annalee Avenue
Carson, CA 90746
P: 310/631-6672 F: 310/631-6628

Kaneka Texas Corp.
6161 Underwood Road
Pasadena, TX 77507
P: 281/291-3129 F: 281/474-9263
www.kanekatexas.com

11481 SW Hall Boulevard, Suite 100
Portland, OR 97223
P: 800/209-2369 F: 503/624-0433
www.gtsservices.com

LilBuddy
N69W25055 Indian Grass Lane,
Suite A
Sussex, WI 53089
P: 800/924-1252 F: 262/820-3710
www.lilbuddypro.com

102 Avenue D
Snohomish, WA 98290
P: 800/367-8241 F: 800/545-5083
www.prp.com
8274 NW 70th Street
Miami, FL 33166
P: 305/471-5523 F: 305/471-5527
www.premiumtech-films.com

TM

National Windshield
Repair Association

Protect Gard Window Film

385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116
Stafford, VA 22554
P: 540/720-7484 F: 540/720-3470
www.nwrassn.org

8030 NW 67th Street
Miami, FL 33166
P: 305/471-7764 F: 305/471-9371
www.protectgard.com

-QQuest Software Inc.

-L-

GTS

Precision Replacement Parts

Premium Tech Coating Inc.

Johnson Window Films

-KGold Glass Group

Mygrant Glass

Night Watchman Co.
30551 Edison Drive
Roseville, MI 48066
P: 586/778-2144 F: 586/498-2301
www.nightwatchman.net

106 West Tolles Drive
St. Johns, MI 48879
P: 800/541-2593 F: 989/224-7067
www.questsoftware.com

-R-

Liquid Resins International

Guardian Industries Corp.
2300 Harmon Road
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
P: 248/340-2109 F: 248/340-2111
www.guardian.com

-HHaeuei Enterprise
No. 9 Kaki Bukit Road
2 Gordon Warehouse Blding #04-05
Singapore 417842
P: 65 6741-1996 F: 65 6741-1950
www.haeuei.com

4295 N. Holly Road
Olney, IL 62450-0760
P: 618/392-3687 F: 618/392-3202
www.liquidresins.com

-M-

220 Regency Court, #200
Brookfield, WI 53045
P: 262/754-2764 F: 262/754-3776
www.hanitatek.com

-I-

3109 Knox Pmb 527
Dallas, TX 75205
P: 214/841-9996 F: 214/841-9997

-P-

Madico Inc.
64 Industrial Parkway
Woburn, MA 01801
P: 781/756-4113 F: 781/935-6841
www.madico.com

Parkin Accessories Inc.
2920 Gateway Road
Elkhart, IN 46514
P: 574/264-7574 F: 574/264-0164
www.parkin-acc.com

Mainstreet Computers Inc.

4430 Landmark Lane
Hilliard, OH 43206
P: 614/937-8953 F: 614/766-0201
www.44tools.com

330 Charles Street
Belleville, MI 48111
P: 800/698-6246 F: 734/697-8228
www.mainstreetcomp.com

1221 Harrison Street
Kansas City, MO 64106
P: 816/471-0150 F: 816/471-1939
www.ibssoftware.com

www.agrrmag.com

1501 Edwards Ferry Road
Leesburg, VA 20176
P: 703/777-5255 F: 703/777-3053
www.rehau.com

Mitchell International (NAGS)
9889 Willow Creek Road
San Diego, CA 92131
P: 800/551-4012 F: 858/653-5447
www.nags.com

Reid Manufacturing
130 Mason Drive
Coopersville, MI 49404
P: 616/997-0026 F: 616/997-0030
www.reidmfg.com

-SPilkington

IBS Software

REHAU Inc.

Performance Tools

Our software. Your success.

HanitaTEK

Northstar Automotive Glass

4370 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, OH 43207
P: 614/497-5505 F: 614/497-5960
www.pilkington.com

Pipe Knife Co., The
2155 Tabor Drive
Lakewood, CO 80215
P: 303/232-8788 F: 303/232-8789
www.pipeknife.com

Secure Car Enterprises
170 Central Avenue
Farmingdale, NY 11735
P: 800/616-8338 F: 631/293-0690
www.steadfastautosecurity.com

continued on page 40
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SEKISUI S-LEC AMERICA LLC

Vitro America

Tapes, Mirror-Mounting

1786 Dividend Drive
Columbus, OH 43228
P: 614/527-5250 F: 614/527-5257
www.s-lecfilm.com

965 Ridge Lake Blvd, Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38120
P: 800/238-6057 F: 901/682-3062
www.vitro-america.com

ADCO Products Inc.
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.

Sensata Technologies
Power Controls WBL
4467 White Bear Parkway
St. Paul, MN 55110-7626
P: 800/505-36418 F: 651/653-7600
www.sensata.com

-WWebasto Product
North America Inc.
15083 North Road
Fenton, MI 48430
P: 800/860-7866 F: 810/593-6001
www.webasto.us

Auto Glass

Wood’s Powr-Grip Co. Inc.
12800 Highway 13, Suite 500
Savage, MN 55378
P: 800/728-1817 F: 952/946-0435
www.shatrproof.com

P.O. Box 368
Laurel, MT 59044
P: 800/548-7341 F: 406/628-8354
www.powrgrip.com

-YYih-Tair
5536 Business Park Drive
San Antonio, TX 78218
P: 210/310-1998 F: 210/310-0982
www.flexline.com

Sika Corp.
30800 Stephenson Highway
Madison Heights, MI 48071
P: 248/307-2539 F: 248/577-0810
www.sikaindustry.com

Category Listings
Adhesives/Sealants

Adhesives/Sealants, General

1005 S. Westgate Drive
Addison, IL 60101
P: 630/628-3000 F: 630/543-7797
www.spraywayinc.com

ADCO Products Inc.
EFTEC Aftermarket
Glass Technology Inc.
Shat R Proof Corp.
Sika Corp.
Vitro America

Stik-II Products

Auto Glass Adhesive Systems

41 O’Neill Street
Easthampton, MA 01027
P: 800/356-3572 F: 413/527-7249
www.stik-2.com

ADCO Products Inc.
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Dow Automotive
EFTEC Aftermarket
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Glass Technology Inc.
Glazex
PPG Industries Inc./Rapid Seal
Shat R Proof Corp.
Sika Corp.
Vitro America

Sprayway Inc.

-TT.G. Automotive
901-1 Ridge Avenue
Lombard, IL 60145
P: 630/916-7818 F: 630/916-1138
www.tgautomotive.com

-U-

Unruh Fab Inc.
100 Industrial Drive
Sedgwick, KS 67135
P: 316/772-5165 F: 316/772-5852
www.unruhfab.com

-VV-Kool Inc.
13805 West Road, Suite 400
Houston, TX 77041
P: 713/856-8333 F: 713/856-8998
www.V-Kool-usa.com
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Sealants, Urethane
ADCO Products Inc.
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Coach Glass
Dow Automotive
Duncan Systems Inc.
EFTEC Aftermarket
Gold Glass Group
Sika Corp.
Vitro America

Tapes, Auto Glass
ADCO Products Inc.
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Gold Glass Group
Precision Replacement Parts
Vitro America

AGRR July/August 2008

Auto Glass Related Products

Foreign

Accessories

Guardian Industries Corp.

3M Co.
BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Dimensions Unlimited Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Glazex
Gold Glass Group
Pipe Knife Co.
Vitro America

Franchises
Glass Doctor
Novus
SuperGlass Windshield Repair

Hard-to-Find
Coach Glass
Night Watchman Co.
Parkin Accessories Inc.

Laminated Glass
Shat R Proof Corp.

Pilkington North America
PPG Industries
Vitro America

Carlite
Guardian Industries Corp.
Vitro America

Auto Glass Related
Products, General

Webasto Product North America Inc.

BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
Dimensions Unlimited Inc.
Glazex
Pipe Knife Co.
Vitro America

Mirrors, Side View

Automotive Mirror

Precision Replacement Parts
Vitro America
Webasto Product North America Inc.

Precision Replacement Parts
Vitro America

Mouldings

Rear Sliders, Manual

Coach Glass
Creative Extruded Products
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Gold Glass Group
Precision Replacement Parts
REHAU Inc.
Vitro America
Yih-Tair Industrial Inc.

Mirrors, Rear View

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Carlite
Guardian Industries Corp.
Vitro America

Rear Sliders, Power
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Carlite
Guardian Industries Corp.

RV Glass
Coach Glass
DCM Co.
Duncan Systems Inc.
Guardian Industries Corp.
Parkin Accessories Inc.

Window Regulators and Motors
Secure Car Enterprises

Glass Handling and
Transportation
Commercial Auto Fleet
Management

Sunroofs

Davis Instruments

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Carlite
Night Watchman Co.
T.G. Automotive
Webasto Product North America Inc.

Glass Handling and
Transportation, General

Suppliers

Glass Hauler Bodies

Guardian Industries Corp.
Mygrant Glass
Northstar Automotive Glass
Vitro America

Tempered Parts
Carlite
DCM Co.
Vitro America

T-Tops
Night Watchman Co.
T.G. Automotive

Van Glass
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
DCM Co.
Duncan Systems Inc.
Parkin Accessories Inc.

Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Glazex
Unruh Fab Inc.
Pipe Knife Co.
Unruh Fab Inc.

Handling Equipment
AEGIS Tools International
BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
LilBuddy
Unruh Fab Inc.
Wood’s Powr-Grip Co Inc.

Packaging
Elemental Container Inc.
Gold Glass Group

Rack Pads
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Unruh Fab Inc.

Windshield Manufacturers
Carlite
DCM Co.
Guardian Industries Corp.

continued on page 42
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Buyer’s Guide
continued from page 40

Rack Trucks
Pipe Knife Co.
Unruh Fab Inc.

Racks
AEGIS Tools International
Pipe Knife Co.
Unruh Fab Inc.

Storage
Unruh Fab Inc.

Trucks
Unruh Fab Inc.

Information Sources
Associations
Independent Glass Association
National Windshield
Repair Association

Certification Programs
Independent Glass Association
National Windshield
Repair Association

Publications
AGRR magazine
glassBYTEs.com™
Mitchell International (NAGS)

Standards
AGRSS Council Inc.

Training
Automotive Glass Consultants
Dow Automotive
GTS Services LLC
Independent Glass Association
Shat R Proof Corp.
Sika Corp.

Website Services
eDirectGlass
GTS Services LLC
Mainstreet Computers

Machinery/Equipment

Mitchell International (NAGS)
Quest Software Inc.

EDI
Glass Technology Inc.
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Mitchell International (NAGS)
National Windshield
Repair Association
Quest Software Inc.

EDI / E-Commerce
eDirectGlass
Glass Technology Inc.
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Mitchell International (NAGS)
Quest Software Inc.

Estimating
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
DCM Co.
eDirectGlass
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Mitchell International (NAGS)
Quest Software Inc.

Point of Sale

Software, General
eDirectGlass
Glass Technology Inc.
Glaston Corp.
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Mitchell International (NAGS)

Window Film
Mainstreet Computers
Premium Tech Coating Inc.

Windshield Cutting
Mainstreet Computers

Software
eDirectGlass
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Quest Software Inc.

Windshield Repair Software
eDirectGlass
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Mitchell International (NAGS)
Quest Software Inc.

Auto Glass – Related
eDirectGlass
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
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Burs

AEGIS Tools International
BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Delta Kits Inc.
Dimensions Unlimited Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International

Glasstech Inc.
Glaston Corp.
Tamglass Ltd. Oy

Accounting

Windshield Repair Products

Equipment

Windshield Bending Furnaces

Glass Technology Inc.

A.N. Designs Inc.
BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
Extractor, The/Crystal Glass
Fein Power Tools Inc.
Glass Technology Inc.
Glazex
Pipe Knife Co.
Precision Replacement Parts
Reid Manufacturing
Vitro America

DCM Co.
eDirectGlass
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Mitchell International (NAGS)
Quest Software Inc.
GTS Services LLC

Polycarbonates

Tools and Supplies, General

Pricing

Glasstech Inc.

Glass Technology Inc.

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Dow Automotive
Glass Technology Inc.
Shat R Proof Corp.
Sprayway Inc.
Vitro America

AEGIS Tools International
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Delta Kits Inc.
Glass Technology Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International

Quality Control

Plastics and Alternative Glazing
Materials

Cleaner, Glass

eDirectGlass
GTS Services LLC
IBS Software
Mainstreet Computers
Mitchell International (NAGS)
Quest Software Inc.

Machinery/Equipment, General

Plastics and Alternative
Glazing Materials

C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
COX North America Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Extractor, The/Crystal Glass
Vitro America

Tools and Supplies
Caulking Guns
AEGIS Tools International
BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
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Headlight Protection
Delta Kits Inc.
Glass Technology Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International

Moisture Removal Tools
AEGIS Tools International
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Delta Kits Inc.
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International

Resins
AEGIS Tools International
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Delta Kits Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Glass Technology Inc.
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International
Shat R Proof Corp.
Vitro America

Scratch Removal Systems
AEGIS Tools International

What About
Next Year?
Not included in this year’s
buyer’s guide, or looking to
update your information
for next year? Please
e-mail khodge@glass.com.
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Delta Kits Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Glass Technology Inc.
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International
Shat R Proof Corp.

UV Curing Lamps
AEGIS Tools International
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Delta Kits Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Glass Technology Inc.
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International

Windshield Removal Tool
A.N. Designs Inc.
AEGIS Tools International
BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Extractor, The/Crystal Glass
Fein Power Tools Inc.
Pipe Knife Co.
Reid Manufacturing
Shat R Proof Corp.

Windshield Repair
Products, General
AEGIS Tools International
Blue Star Products Inc.
BTB Autoglass & Bodyshop Tools
Delta Kits Inc.
Dimensions Unlimited Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Extractor, The/Crystal Glass
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International
Vitro America

Windshield Repair
Systems & Supplies
AEGIS Tools International
Blue Star Products Inc.
C.R. Laurence Co. Inc.
Clean Plus Inc./CPI Divisions
Delta Kits Inc.
Dent Doctor Inc.
Equalizer Industries Inc.
Glass Mechanix
Glass Pro Systems
Glass Technology Inc.
GlasWeld Systems Inc.
Glazex
Liquid Resins International
Shat R Proof Corp.
Wood’s Powr-Grip Co Inc.

■
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Window Regulators
& Motor Assemblies

Most Import and Domestic Coverage

UP TO 70% OFF LIST PRICE.
Call for a complete list of regulators and window motors.

Secure Car Enterprises

631-293-8030

800-616-8338 FAX 631-293-0690
securecar@verizon.net

Pain in the
(or Arm, or Back)
Tools of the Trade Can
Reduce Repetitive-Motion Injuries
by Brigid O’Leary

W

hen
Mike
Glodowski
learned that there was
nothing the doctors could
do to ease the pain in his arms, he was
further advised to give up his career as
an auto glass technician.
“As a younger person I didn’t think I
had any other talents, so I was
bummed because I thought I had to
end my job,” he says. “I was running
my own shop, not just working for
someone. It was pretty good income
and missing that much income with
kids was pretty huge.”
So rather than give up, give in and
take a typical desk job, he first set his
sights on making the work of an auto
glass technician just a little bit easier.
Glodowski is the inventor of the Power
Advanced Cold Knife.

Knowing is Half the Battle
Even an equipped technician who is
well-trained on a full arsenal of ergonomic tools can get hurt, especially
if he (or she) doesn’t consciously make
it a point to think about personal safety
on every job.
“They’re not [thinking about it],”
says Glodowski. “Not the young ones,
anyway.”
“New installers need to think about
their futures. They need to think how
to work safely. Everyone has shoulder
or arm problems,” he adds.
Almost as proof of this statement,
Gilbert Gutierrez, vice president of
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sales with Equalizer Industries in
Round Rock, Texas, and director of
Equalizer Auto Glass Academy, offered
himself as an example.
“I suffer from shoulder problems,
hip problems, elbow problems, neck
problems because you do it day in, day
out without thinking about it and then
suddenly you’re 50 and you realize
something hurts,” he says.
“[It’s a concern] every time I go into a
job. We’re demanding a lot out of a tech,
especially if they run by themselves, and
the way the [car] designs have changed
there’s an increased amount of stress or
strain on a technician’s body to accomplish the job,” says Sorrels.
“Injury is a harsh word. There’s wear
and tear. Everything sooner or later
wears down. It’s like anything. Runners
who run every day, [experience] wear
and the tear on the knees, rotator cuff,
hips, feet … they do wear because
you’re out there. Even though you’re
conditioned, you’re still wearing down
the lubrication in the joints,” says
Gutierrez. “I think maybe with today’s
tools, the evolution of the new tools –
power tools, setting devices – if [techs]
were to use them every day in the areas
where they should be, they can prolong themselves, but there’s still wear.”
“The only thing that would be useful would be if the car designers would
talk with techs or the safety and standard designers to find out what would
be the best way to get the glass out—

www.agrrmag.com

New tools such as the LilBuddy Pro allow technicians
to replace windshields that previously would have
been a two-man set with just one tech.
not just the windshield but the side
and backlites, too, that are harder to
get to,” says Dell Skluzak, owner of The
PipeKnife Company.
But that remains the best-casescenario.
To Glodwoski, it would help if the
entire industry would rethink the way
it does business and really aim for safe,
quality work over a higher daily quantity of installations.
“The bottom line is, if they slow down
and protect their body a little bit, work
in safe ways, they’ll be in demand down
the road. The sloppy, down-and-dirty
employees will find themselves out of
work when things get slow,” he says.
Until that happens, the responsibility
for maintaining maximum work capacity is still a combination of awareness,
training and the proper tools.
“People need to be aware of what
they do. What it takes to do an installation or removal, to know they’re product well—either the product they use
to install the glass, the urethanes, the
tools they’re using. They need to know
it well and the more knowledge they
have, the smaller window of injury,”
says Gutierrez.
To help close that window, it’s not
unreasonable for techs to admit when
they’re in a situation that could put
them in jeopardy of sustaining an injury or exacerbating that inevitable
wear and tear.
“That problem has always plagued
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our industry and we’ve always says this ferent angles,” says Skluzak.
is not an old man’s job,” says Mario
Ergonomic tools—those that help reSaenz with Sacramento/Stockton Auto duce injury by changing the way a perGlass in Stockton, Calif.
son works and creating a more efficient
and less stressful pattern of movement—are an important factor for those
Toolin’ Around
The Power Advanced Cold Knife, sold seeking longevity installing auto glass.
“As the industry has evolved, we’re
by The PipeKnife Company, was designed to eliminate the “death grip” probably seeing less injuries, due to
techs may have on a cold knife when the fact that when you have better
cutting out tight corners by transferring [safety equipment],” says Gutierrez.
Gutierrez, who has been in the inthe force used in the cutting motion to a
dustry for more than 30 years, quickly
two-piece aluminum base, Skluzak.
“Techs can use it with one hand; can list examples of how industry tools
people who have used it have says it have made the job easier and safer for
technicians.
[helps] prevents tendonitis,” he says.
“[We have] better safety gloves—eiAnd while the Power Advanced Cold
Knife is designed to help a technician do ther nitro gloves or cavalier gloves [and
the job with less stress on the body, it— the] safety glasses we’re using today are
like many other ergonomic tools avail- 100 times better today then when we
able to technicians today—also helps were using 25 years ago, if anyone was
technicians be more efficient on the job. using them back then. I’ve been in the
The less the technician has to put into industry since ’77 and I’ll be honest, we
cutting out the windshield and the more didn’t use safety glasses. We should
the technician can control the tool, the have, but it wasn’t important back
faster and more neatly the removal can then,” he says.
As with any industry, the tools
be done. Add this to the fact that ergonomic tools will help prolong their needed to do the job have changed as
working life and a few extra dollars in- the job itself has changed. Everyone invested in the right tools will pay for itself. terviewed for this article pointed out
It’s not the only tool in the industry that if the way the car was built didn’t
that helps keep technicians on the job, change, the car itself did.
“With the newer designs for the veeither.
“What Irwin did with the blue blade, hicles, the ability for a tech to injure
from an ergonomic standpoint, makes [himself ] during the install has init more comfortable for techs to cut the
urethane, as it lets them get in on difcontinued on page 46
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Pain in the Neck
continued from page 45

creased. Fortunately, the number of
tools that can help a tech do the job
has increased as well,” says Carl Sorrels, a technician with Northwest
Windshields in The Dalles, Ore. and
two-time second place Auto Glass
Technician Olympian. “We use as
many pneumatic or power tools as we
can. Anything to limit the amount of
strain on the technician and we also
utilize any and all assistance as far as
setting the glass as we can.”
The industry has kept up with the
need for ergonomic tools, too, creating
a plethora of options for tools to help
keep technicians employed longer.
“It seems like now we have a sub industry that supplies auto glass installers with tools; specialty tools that
we didn’t have a choice of before. Before, it was the MAC or the CRL. If they
didn’t have it, you were out of luck or
you had to create your own,” says
Saenz. “Power extraction tools and
power caulking guns have made a
tremendous difference.”
The most obvious tooling change
has been the introduction of the power
tools, a necessity that arose with the
switch from butyl tape to urethanes for
windshield installations.
“Urethanes have gotten a lot stronger,
so the old methods of removing windshields had to evolve,” says Gutierrez. “Of

course, I want to say [the] Equalizer
[tool] and its introduction did make
removals easier for technicians. Pipe
Knife made techs lives easier, not having
to use a hammer and chisel to remove
windshields. You’ll hear techs talk about
‘drop kicking’ windshields—pushing out
with feet—but that’s not an option any
more. The option of power tools versus
no power tools has reduced injuries—
back, shoulders, necks, and lacerations.
When you’re pushing or pulling glass if
you break it, you’re going to get hurt.”
Other suppliers, too, have taken the
steps to introduce tech-friendly tools
that are meant to reduce strain on the
body.
“We have anti-vibration gloves [and]
wearing safety glasses is mandatory.
We have tools such as the Equalizer—
it’s great for cutting out the glass from
the vehicles which can be demanding
on your body as well … the LilBuddy is
a big part of our program. Every employee has their own little buddy when
they’re on the road,” says Paul Heinauer, president of Charleston, S.C.based Glasspro.
LilBuddy and the AEGIS SOLO® are
two mechanisms that allow a single
technician to set a windshield without
assistance—an action that might otherwise put someone in line for a back
injury.

Equalizer’s Gilbert Gutierrez (left) has long been a proponent of using
power tools to cut down the strain on technicians.
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AEGIS just released a new version of
its ergonomically friendly SOLO tool.

Bad Form
In fact, when it comes to preventing
back strain, assistance in the form of
either another person or a device such
as LilBuddy or Solo are recommended,
at least by the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). In his interview with AGRR
magazine, Jamie Browning, installer
with Team Acme in Henderson, Nev.,
referred to the findings of a 1998
NIOSH study conducted on Safelite installers, at the request of the company’s Cincinnati branch, and the
study’s subsequent report.
The report, Browning pointed out,
used a mathematical equation to ascertain the lifting index (LI) of objects of different weights and declared that actions
that require an LI of more than 1.0 “pose
an increased risk for lifting-related
[lower back pain] for some fraction of
the workforce, and that lifting tasks with
an LI > 3.0 pose an increased risk of LBP
for many workers.” Installing a 25pound windshield, according to the report, has an LI of 1.2 and a 50-pound
windshield is nearly double that, with an
LI of 2.3. (The report further states that
“only 3 percent of the male worker population would have the shoulder
strength needed to lift the 50 pound
windshield, and only 51 percent of the
male worker population would have the
necessary elbow strength.”)
Though some aspects of the job
have changed in the years since the
study was conducted—most noticeably the availability of tools such as the
LilBuddy and AEGIS SOLO—the
weight of the windshields, and in some
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cases the size of the vehicles, have not,
leaving technicians still susceptible to
work-related strains.
“People forget that when a mobile
guy is driving around installing windshields, especially in a cold climate …
if you go off and start to push and pull
… you get cold … a body builder is not
going to clean-and-jerk 200 pounds
cold. The techs can’t do this cold. They
have to be warm. If they go from a
warm vehicle and jump out into cold
air to do stuff, they can get hurt. These
new devices—SOLO, LilBuddy and setting cups—hopefully will prevent
that,” says Gutierrez.
Ergonomic assessments and studies
such as that by NIOSH provide quantitative data that supports the need for
proper installation form.
Such resources, Saenz says, ultimately “advised us on how to change
things that we’ve always done. As far as
giving us guidelines, it did tell us that
... the worst thing we did was reaching
across with a big heavy windshield in
front of us. We don’t have a choice, but
it did open our eyes to the fact that we
need to do more two-men installations
so we make sure to send out two men
on certain jobs.”

Training Day
Having two people on the job or
using a set-assisting tool—especially
those jobs that require a two-man
set—or having the most ergonomically
friendly tools available are just part of
keeping technicians safe from the daily
havoc that installing windshields can
wreak on a body. Knowing how to use
the tools available correctly and even
knowing the right way to work with
someone else to set a windshield is just
as important.
“We issue our employees a fair
amount of dollars in tools. Knowing
[that] they use them correctly is gigantic.
In my opinion, spending money and not
showing someone how to use the tools
would just be foolishness. It sends a bad
message to everyone,” says Heinauer.
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Glasspro even has a special—and
sophisticated, according to Heinauer—training program led by one of
its installers, Jeff Olive, who was the
2005 Auto Glass Technician Olympics
gold medalist. The program, Heinauer
says, encompasses all the facets of onthe-job safety.
“Training is such a big part of reducing warranties, delighting customers.
That period of time is very important.
We have a training program that everyone goes through and it’s constantly
evolving. Even someone who joins the
company with experience still has to
go through it,” he adds.
Saenz looks at it from another point
of view: it’s mentally challenging for a
tech to do a job with a particular tool if
he has not been properly taught how to
use it or what their options are.
“We try to make it less stressful on
all of our installers by making sure they
are informed about all the tools that
are available to them,” he says.
Most would agree that ensuring a
tech knows how to use a tool is worth it.
“It might be cumbersome, it might
take time to learn the right way to set
the product up, but in the long run, if
you take the time, you’re not going to
have the injuries you do encounter if
you don’t,” says Gutierrez.
But it does beg the question, who
is responsible for making sure the
techs know what they’re doing when
handling a tool? Though it makes
sense that employers make sure techs
are trained to their satisfaction, suppliers often play an important role,
too. They provide the most up-todate information about how the tools
work.
“I think as a supplier you’re obligated to tell the people who are buying
your product the right way to use it.
We’ve designed them and … some

Tool Box
There are several advances in tools
either recently released or coming soon
to the industry for technicians and employers who are concerned with staying up to date with the latest
ergonomic and tech-friendly tools
available.
Burch-L pivot tip long knife: Invented by a member of the auto glass
industry, it’s a cutout knife with articulating hinge on it, allowing it to
bend to the curve as needed and up
to 25-30 degrees to get in at a better
angle and not fight the dash, just the
urethane.
Glass Bot™: Using wire to cut urethane, similar to how many European
windshield technicians cut out windshields, this tool is motorized—once
the tool is set up, the technician doesn’t have to touch the glass again until
the cutting is complete.
Newborn Brothers Caulk Gun Company has commercialized a 34:1 thrust
ratio caulking gun to dispense the new
thicker urethanes being manufactured.
Current dispensing tools only have a
26:1 ratio and with the new 34:1 ratio
it will be easier for the technicians to
dispense the urethane without injuring
their elbows and hands.
things are pretty simple and straight
forward, but other things require [an
explanation that there are] safe ways to
do things and there are unsafe ways to
do things,” says Skluzak. “So if there’s
any question from users, I feel we’re
obligated to make sure they understand the right way to use it.”
■

◗

Brigid O’Leary is a contributing writer
for AGRR magazine.

Are you interested in learning more
about workers’ compensation claims?
Please visit www.agrrmag.com for
an in-depth look at this issue.
July/August 2008 AGRR
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Action-Packed
"Lighting the way to a better future."

®

INDEPENDENT

Glass Association

IGA’s Three-Day Conference
Filled with Opportunities for
Attendees to Share and Learn

by Penny Stacey
ften, conferences include
downtime—or a seminar here
or there that can be missed.
You know the drill—the same
information, same place, same
speaker. But this year’s Independent
Glass Association’s (IGA) conference
was not one of those.
“I didn’t sit through any that I didn’t
take something away from,” said Larry
Hamilton of Hamilton Glass, who traveled from Newton, Iowa, to attend the
event. The conference was held May 13 in Las Vegas at the Cashman Convention Center, where it was co-located
with the Americas Glass Showcase.
The action-packed event kicked off

O

with a presentation by IGA president
Dave Zoldowski of Auto One in
Brighton, Mich., who introduced some
of the newest services available to
members, including the new “Don’t
Get Steered” comic book, available to
members only (see box on page 45 for
more information).
Chuck Lloyd of Minneapolis-based
Livgard & Rabuse also shared with
members some of the new services
he’ll be offering them—including discounted rates for his services.
In the long term, he also hopes to create a network of attorneys who understand the glass business to be available
to IGA members.

A presentation by Tom Feeney of Belron US provided some of the most
memorable—and tense—moments of the entire conference.

“There is against us an army of opposition,” Lloyd said. “It’s time to have
our own army.”

NAGS on the Spot
Bud Oliver and James Patterson of
National Auto Glass Specifications International (NAGS) also took center
stage during the conference to answer
attendees’ burning questions about
NAGS and how it works.
One common question was: how
does NAGS create the numbers in its
catalogs?
Oliver explained that the numbers
are generated by much research, much
of which comes from shops who share

Attendees of the IGA conference
came away not only with a new comic
book—but also with tons of
information.

IGA Launches Comic Book: “Don’t Get Steered”
During last year’s Independent Glass Association’s (IGA) annual conference, consumer advocate Ralph Nader advised attendees during his keynote speech that a
good way to gain recognition from legislators is to present a topic of concern in a
form they could understand easily, such as a comic book. During this year’s annual
conference, the IGA made that advice a reality, as it launched its own comic book,
“Don’t Get Steered”—an illustrated depiction of what steering is and how it can affect independent shop owners.
“[The comic book’s] purpose is to educate consumers, lawmakers and others
about the issues they face everyday trying to compete in a market that is controlled by competitor-administrators,” says IGA director of operations Patrick Smith.
The comic book was distributed to IGA members during the conference—
and via mail to those not in attendance. In turn, they hope to distribute the
comic book further to consumers, attorneys, lawmakers, insurance agents and
judges, Smith says.
Smith says members are hoping the comic book will allow them to make a positive difference in their communities.
“The membership is very excited,” he says. “They feel this simple comic book
will allow them to finally demonstrate what they fight against everyday.”
their retail acquisition costs for glass.
“We’re constantly adjusting information,” Oliver said. “Anyone who
wants to send their cost data is welcome to do that.”

“Why Do Insurers Care?”

“Had I been there, my question to
that senator would have been, ‘why is
it that insurers care where people
go?’” Hemperly said. “Why are you
bringing out all the guns to fight this
type of thing?”
Hemperly served on a panel formed
to discuss this topic; the panel also included IGA board members Bryan
Yarborough of Glass Doctor of Tampa,
Rick Rosar of Rapid Glass and Shawn
Newport of Star Auto Glass.

As he took the stage to provide antisteering tips, Corey Hemperly of
Windshield Doctor in Pocatello,
Idaho, asked, “‘Maybe consumers
don’t care where they go—they just
want their cars fixed.’ Does anyone remember who said this?” Hemperly An ‘Unfriendly’ Audience
was quoting Sen. Don Benton, who
The most memorable day of the
asked this very question at a hearing conference came on Friday morning.
recently in Washington State.
Tom Feeney, then executive vice presi-

Most sessions provided a question-and-answer
period with the speaker.

dent of Belron US (see related story on
page 32), spent more than an hour during the conference attempting to dispel many misconceptions he feels
independent shop owners have about
Safelite Solutions, the third-party administrator branch of the company.
“I thought hard about why I was
coming to an audience called ‘unfriendly,’” he said. “In the end, I believe
all our constituents will be served better by working together on things
about which we do agree.”
After giving a bit of history on how
Safelite came to develop its own network—in response to a need for
shops in locations where there previously weren’t any—he took on what
he said were the myths surrounding
the company.
Among these was one issue he called
“the elephant in the room”—steering.
“You give us way too much credit,”
he said. “We’re not as good as you think
we are. Why would we risk a major
multi-million contract to give an extra
replacement to one of our auto glass
shops? We’d never risk our business by
doing something illegal.”
continued on page 50

For an expanded
article on the
conference visit
www.agrrmag.com.
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continued from page 49

Trade Show Time
While many attended seminars and
informational sessions, the Spring
Auto Glass Expo™ saw several new
brand-new product and tool launches.
One popular item was AEGIS Tools
International’s brand-new SOLO™ II
Windshield Setting Tool. The updated
tool features a reversible arm to allow
technicians to work from either the
passenger or driver side of the vehicle
(see related story on page 52).
Crystal Glass also launched a new
tool—the “HammerHead.” The tool is
designed to separate the lower corners of
windshields that cannot be cut with a
cold knife. It utilizes standard Extractor
blades and is easily adjustable in length,
so it fits right inside the installer’s toolbox.
Doug Young, marketing manager for
windshields.com, which was launched
by TCG International in December
2007, also was on-hand to share the
latest updates to the system.
The company has changed the fee
structure for the site; now, shops can get
local vendor positions for free—and
they only pay for referral leads. Likewise, shops have the option of declining
a lead if they choose to do so, and are
only charged for leads they take.
Sister company SRP shared a booth
with windshields.com, in which it dis-

played both the BTB North America
tool line, and its new Origin™ adhesive,
which was launched earlier this year.
David Osland, vice president of
marketing and product development
for SRP, described the adhesive as a
standard adhesive at a value price with
good safe-drive away times. The adhesive has a safe drive-away time of four
hours at 70 degrees Fahrenheit on a vehicle with dual airbags, according to
information from SRP.
“We’re trying to help the glass shops
save money,” Osland said. He added
that the adhesive is available in a
sausage pack (in addition to a cartridge), which also saves the shop
money in packaging.
While many launched new products,
SIKA Corp. sported a brand-new boothunveiled for the first time at this show.
GTS Services, whose owner Scott
Orth provided one of the most ravedabout sessions of the conference, promoted its Internet marketing services
during the show.
The company provides organic site
optimization to glass shops, along with
online market and competitive analysis,
web analytics and even website design.
Mainstreet Computers launched the
latest version of its Glas-Avenue software, 8.0, during the show. The updated

software has more than 130 new features, including a new security system
with login and groups, the ability to look
up cities by zipcode, the ability to provide line item tax exemptions, integrated
credit card authorization, a feature to
map job locations (when connected to
the Internet), a collections screen and report and flat glass progress billing.
Many commented that the traffic for
the show was a bit heavier than those
in the auto glass industry of late.
“I thought the floor traffic on Friday
was much better than previous shows,
not just the IGA shows, but all shows as
of late,” said NAGS’ Bud Oliver. “Saturday’s traffic was also decent…”
Mainstreet’s Mark Haeck agreed.
“Traffic to our booth was steady,” he
said. “We’re pleased with the number
of qualified prospects and their level of
interest in both our software and web
site development. I have to admit this
show exceeded my expectations.”

Happy Attendees
Like those exhibiting, attendees of
the conference and trade show walked
away pleased they attended.
“[The comic book] was one of the
most helpful tools I’ll take out of here,”
said Randy Dietz of Atlas Windshield
Repair in Beach, N.D.

At left, Shat-R-Proof’s Dave Osland
shows the company’s latest to IGA
board member Rick Rosar. Below,
Crystal Glass introduced a new
removal tool.
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He also noted he found particular
help in the presentations of Chuck
Lloyd of Livgard and Rabuse in Minneapolis, and Erica Eversman, chief
counsel for Vehicle Information Services Inc., who spoke on both automotive and legal issues for shops.
The Internet marketing presentation by Scott Orth of GTS Services also
was a popular session (see related story
on page 10).
“I learned a lot on [Internet marketing] in a short period,” said Bill Rogers
of Alabama Glastek Inc. in Birmingham, Ala.
Overall, he said the conference offered something for all in attendance.
“I think everyone took something
from it,” Rogers added.

Save the Date
Next year’s IGA Conference will be
held May 14-16 at South Point Resort
and Casino in Las Vegas.
■

AGRSS Annual

Charity Auction
Wednesday, November 5, 2008
6 p.m. – 8 p.m.
Mandalay Bay Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada

Join AGRSS as it holds its annual
Charity Auction. Come bid on
amazing baskets, autographed
paraphernalia, breathtaking trips
and so much more. All profits go
to help increase awareness of safe
auto glass installations. You may
walk away a winner!

OPEN TO EVERYONE IN THE INDUSTRY
www.agrrmag.com
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The Green Keeps Growing
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by Pa u l S y f ko
asking our membership and then the
T
OUR
2007
ANNUAL Hitting the Road
Conference, the National WindAt this time, NWRA is preparing to auto glass industry as a whole to
shield
Repair
Association hit the road and take its green initia- pledge to create an industry based
(NWRA) launched its Green Initiative. At tive and research to consumers, insur- upon sustainability. Sustainability, in
that time, I wrote that our green move- ance commissioners and companies our context, refers to business pracment was not one born from the long- and parallel green industries. We cur- tices that contribute to, instead of
haired-hippy point-of-view, but rather a rently are completing a green (white) hamper, the longevity of our ecologimovement to a more profitable business paper that will outline with hard sci- cal support systems.
Those that sign the NWRA pledge
model through business practices based ence, some of which was included
upon sustainability. (This is no offense above, the environmental impact of will be provided with materials that
will
provide
to the long-haired hip“NWRA will not stop with just promoting the them a step-bypies in the AGRR industry.) The repair repair industry as green. We are also on the verge step plan to help
industry is, by its very of releasing a green pledge to our membership.“ make their businesses and lives
nature, energy efficient
and environmentally friendly. Lami- un-recycled laminated glass upon our more environmentally friendly. These
nated glass cannot be recycled through environment. The green paper will business practices are not only
a resource neutral process. Therefore, it also contrast the environmental as- morally correct, but profitable. Most
makes sense that laminated glass dam- pects of laminated glass repair with green business practices involve the
age should be repaired when possible. those of replacement. The goal of the elimination of waste, whether wasted
green paper will be universal accept- energy, product or action. Business
ance of laminated glass repair as a owners know that often the best way
Fact on Our Side
to higher profits is more efficient inWe know through studies done by green process.
The NWRA green paper will be re- ternal business practices.
members of the repair community that
One example that will be included
windshield repair not only is environ- leased at our 2008 Annual Conference in
mentally friendly because it helps avert Las Vegas on November 7 during Auto in our green business planning matethe replacement of difficult to recycle Glass Week™. It will also be on display rials is fleet route planning. Not only
laminated glass, but also because it is from our booth as we exhibit at this No- does intelligent fleet route planning
save time and allow for more jobs per
incredibly energy efficient. When taking vember’s Greenbuild Show in Boston.
NWRA members will have exclusive hour, but it also saves gas. Those savinto account all that goes into the production of one windshield and compar- access to green paper promotional ings affect our bottom lines and our
ing that to the production of one materials. These materials will be dis- carbon footprints, and what’s good for
kilogram of resin, windshield repair tributed from member shops and at the environment is good for your busiproves to be far more energy efficient. nationwide green movement events ness and the our industry.
To learn more about the NWRA and
We have found for all practical purposes such as Earth Day celebrations.
its green initiative, please visit
that at least 10,000 windshield repairs
www.nwrassn.org.
■
can be performed using the same The Green Pledge
amount of energy it takes to produce
NWRA will not stop with just proone windshield. Industry research also moting the repair industry as green.
Paul Syfko is president of Glass Medic
indicates that repairing a windshield We are also on the verge of releasing a
America in Westerville, Ohio, and serves
produces one-third of the CO2 equiva- green pledge to our membership. We as president of the National Windshield Relent emissions of a replacement. This is want our association and its members pair Association (NWRA). Mr. Syfko’s opinions
real science that has real impact on our to be examples instead of belonging are solely his own and not necessarily those
industry and world community.
to the “Say as I do” crowd. We will be of this magazine.

A

◗
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Auto Glass Invoicing & Workﬂow Solution

“MY GLASSMATE”
I WOULDN’T BE ABLE TO DO
BUSINESS WITHOUT IT.
MEET KEN GEHLOFF…

Glass software so easy and yet so powerful.
“I’m one who’s tried other glass software products. So when I say GlassMate
is half the cost of others and is more streamlined and user-friendly, I know that
from experience. What makes Mitchell’s GlassMate stand out are two things:
1) it’s the best deal for the price, and 2) it’s very easy to use—even if you have
multiple people working on it. The learning curve is so short that it allows my
staff to be more productive in the areas they know best. To be honest, if I got
rid of GlassMate today, I would have to close down the business.”
–Ken Gehloff
Westmont Enterprises Inc., Libby, Montana

There’s more to the “Ken Gehloff GlassMate” story that can help your glass work.
To learn more, go to: http://Glass.Mitchell.com.

CALL TO ORDER YOUR FREE 30-DAY GLASSMATE TRIAL:

(800) 551-4012 Option 1

Glass

®

©2007 Mitchell International, Inc. All rights reserved. GlassMate is a registered trademark of Mitchell International, Inc.
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NWRA Preps for Annual Conference

T

HE NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
Repair Association (NWRA) is
gearing up for its annual conference, scheduled for November 6-7,
2008. The meeting will be at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in conjunction with Auto Glass Week™ in Las
Vegas.
The annual convention will include
an update from the NWRA president,
along with a Green Committee report
about the progress it has made creating
and implementing a plan and materials
to help windshield repair companies be-

come environmentally friendly.
In addition, association officials say
they will unveil a number of new tools
and services. They also hope to bring
back the “Cool Tools” seminar, introducing new tools—or new uses for old
tools—to the membership. Other topics
being considered are more on technical
tips, how-to sessions such as finding
and keeping good customer service
representatives and boosting shops’
bottom lines.
A session called “What Worked for
Me” will also be held, giving attendees

Third Annual WRO Approaches
Registration for the Third Annual Walt Gorman Memorial Windshield Repair
Competition (WRO) is scheduled to open before the end of July at
www.repairolympics.com.
The competition will be held on Thursday, November 6, 2008, also at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center directly before the National Windshield Repair Association’s (NWRA) annual conference. The grand prize is $1,000, along with a gold
medal and a trophy. In addition, the first-place technician’s company will receive
extensive media coverage
and press releases will be
sent on their behalf, while
they’ll also retain the use of
the winner logo on stationery, business cards and
advertising for one year,
use of the 2008 Walt Gorman Memorial Windshield
Repair Olympics logo for an
unlimited time and a congratulatory ad in AGRR
magazine.
The second place finisher will receive $500 and a silver medal while the technician who finishes third brings home $250 and a bronze medal.
The cost of registration for the competition is $175 for members of the National Windshield Repair Association (NWRA) and $375 for non-members. The deadline to register for competition is September 8, 2008.
Spectators can pay $40 in advance to watch the WRO, along with all the demonstrations that occur during that time, and to attend the associated social events.
Prices increase to $50 onsite.
The WRO is co-sponsored by the NWRA and AGRR magazine.
❙❙➤ www.windshieldrepairolympics.com
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an opportunity to share tips on their
successes with their fellow members.
❙❙➤ www.nwrassn.org

INSURANCE NEWS
Insurance Companies Move
Toward Flat Pricing
In recent months, several insurance
companies have announced that they
will now pay a flat rate for windshield repairs—per windshield (see related story
in May/June 2008 AGRR, page 59). Those
reported to AGRR thus far are as follows:
Insurance
Flat Rate per
Company
Windshield
American Family
$65
Old Dominion Insurance
$70
Progressive Insurance
$50
If you know of other insurance companies who have moved toward this
pricing model, please e-mail AGRR at
pstacey@glass.com.

PEOPLE NEWS
Delta Adds Two
Delta Kits recently
has added two new employees to its staff.
Wade Schlichenmayer
joined the Eugene, Ore.based company in September 2007 as an Wade
account
executive, Schlichenmayer
while Michelle Frasier
joined as an account executive in December 2007.
Schlichenmayer comes to the auto
glass industry from the automotive industry, where he spent 11 years, both
working outside sales for a wholesale
parts business and managing a retail
auto parts store. Most recently, he

www.agrrmag.com

No Gimmicks
No Hype
No Bull

managed a Lincoln/
Mercury/Subaru dealership in Colorado. In
his new position, in addition to his duties at
Delta, Schlichenmayer
represents the company on the ROLAGS
Michelle
committee, and serves
Frasier
on its marketing and
product performance subcommittees.
Frasier previously worked in sales
for an architectural firm.

Crack Doctor Opens
Repair Training Academy

Free
i
and nformati
samp on
les.

Professional Windshield Repair Products

Simply the best or your money back!
800.548.8332 Toll Free
info@deltakits.com
www.deltakits.com (On-Line Ordering and Live Support)
www.windshield-repair-forum.com (World’s Largest)

The San Diego-based Crack Doctor
Windshield Repair has opened its own
training academy at its headquarters.
Classes began in late-January.
Crack Doctor president Gene Henderson, one of the two first National
Windshield Repair Association-certified technicians, says class sizes will
include eight students per course. The
three-day training course is designed
to provide windshield repair technicians with both practical and handson experience.
The training academy also is one of
the NWRA’s Practical Assessment Administrators for its certification program. The course curriculum is based
on the Repair of Laminated Auto Glass
Standard (ROLAGS). Those who complete the course will be certified by the
company, but also can take the NWRA
exam to become NWRA-certified,
based on the information they’ve
learned.
“We’d like to have two to three
classes a month,” Henderson says.
Currently, the company is recruiting
students from around the country, and
hopes to eventually travel to various
cities.
■

www.agrrmag.com
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TOOLS
Go SOLO™ with Latest
Version of AEGIS Tool
AEGIS® Tools International Inc. has
developed the SOLO II windshield setting tool, the latest in its line of onetechnician windshield setting tools.
The new SOLO II features a reversible
arm to allow technicians to work from

either the passenger or driver side of
the vehicle. The arm also extends to
accommodate extreme windshield
rake angles, wing windows, heavyduty and loop arm mirrors and larger
truck windshields. New pivoting cup
brackets allow work on virtually any
curvature, and the SOLO™ II is lighter
weight than its predecessor, according
to the company.
In addition, the company now
includes a heavy-duty carrying
bag that holds the SOLO II or
original SOLO, and an
AEGIS® Glass Handler kit.
For customers who purchased the earlier version
of the tool, AEGIS offers an economical upgrade
kit—without
having to purchase a
brand-new system—

according to company literature.
❙❙➤ www.aegistools.com

MOULDINGS
FlexiTrim Gets More Flexible
Creative Extruded has expanded its
FlexiTrim line to include underside
mouldings, FTUS08 and FTUS10,
which utilize the Tipp City, Ohio-based
company’s patented tear-away alignment guide. According to the company, this guide for aligning the
moulding on glass makes the installation of the underside mouldings very
easy and fast without using tools.
Tipp City, Ohio-based Creative also
has new sales tools available for FlexiTrim, including a new brochure, application wall chart and key chains
with samples attached.
❙❙➤ www.creativeextruded.com
■

Certification • Education • Networking • Benchmarking • Discounts • and More
The National Windshield Repair Association (NWRA)

Supporting Ethical Windshield
Repair Practices

Join Today
NWRA Certification
Now Available

www.nwrassn.org
540/720-7484
nwra@nwrassn.org

TM
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Price Points

2008 Toyota Avalon
or its recurring Price Points department, AGRR surveyed five major cities in the United States for the
windshield replacement on a 2008 Toyota Avalon (4door sedan with rain sensor, electrochromic mirror and

F

acoustic interlayer). As usual, the companies were told that insurance will not be involved and the customer wishes to pay for
■
the windshield out of pocket.

2008 Toyota Avalon (4-door sedan with
rain sensor, electrochromic mirror and
acoustic interlayer) • NAGS Part No.
FW02534 • NAGS Part Price: $596.70
Durham, N.C.
Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Price
$512.95
$329.99
$350.00
$386.78
$394.93
$368.39

% off NAGS
-14.0 percent
-44.7 percent
-41.3 percent
-35.2 percent
-33.8 percent
-38.3 percent

Erie, Pa.
Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Price
$635.38
$448.00
$425.00
$433.00
$485.35
$440.50

% off NAGS
+6.5 percent
-24.9 percent
-28.8 percent
-27.4 percent
-18.7 percent
-26.2 percent

Omaha, Neb.
Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Price
$383.35
$498.90
$527.53
$218.50
$407.07
$441.13

% off NAGS
-35.8 percent
-16.4 percent
-11.6 percent
-63.4 percent
-31.8 percent
-26.1 percent

Salt Lake City, Utah Price
Shop #1
$277.00
Shop #2
$375.00
Shop #3
$427.61
Shop #4
$230.00
Average
$327.40
Median
$326.00

% off NAGS
-53.6 percent
-37.2 percent
-28.3 percent
-61.5 percent
-45.1 percent
-45.4 percent

Spokane, Wash.
Shop #1
Shop #2
Shop #3
Shop #4
Average
Median

Price
$325.00
$353.32
$479.71
$569.00
$431.76
$416.52

% off NAGS
-45.5 percent
-40.8 percent
-19.6 percent
-4.6 percent
-27.6 percent
-30.2 percent

Nat’l Average
Nat’l Median

Price
$409.30
$405.89

% off NAGS
-31.4 percent
-32.0 percent

• Spokane, Wash.
Salt
Lake City •

• Omaha, Neb.

Erie, Pa. •

Durham, N.C. •

* AGRR labor estimate based on prevailing labor
rates.
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$10,000 Grand Prize
to the Best Auto
Glass Replacement
Technician
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The Fourth Annual Auto
Glass Technician Olympics
will again take place in conjuncon with the Auto
Glass Expo @ NACE Show for 2008. Come see what
the industry is talking about.
November 7-8, 2008
Mandalay Bay Convenon Center
Las Vegas

Be a Part of the Largest and Longest Running
Auto Glass Replacement Competition in
North America!
Co-sponsored by AGRR magazine and the
Independent Glass Associaon and co-located
with the Auto Glass Expo @ NACE Show.
"Lighting the way to a better future."
®

INDEPENDENT

Glass Association

For more informaon call 540/720-5584 or visit: www.autoglassolympics.com

industry insiders
people in the news

BIRTHS

KUDOS

Shaws Welcome
Daughter into World

Nieuwenhuize Takes
First in Best of Belron

Tony Shaw, installer/technician for
Restoration Auto Glass in Princeton,
Minn., and his wife, Amanda, welcomed
daughter Keira Sue into the world on Friday, May 9, at 9:23 p.m. Keira was 9.1
pounds and 21 inches long at birth, and
Keira Sue
joins brother Tyler, 11 months.
Shaw is a two-time contestant in the Auto Glass Technician Olympics.

Nick Nieuwenhuize of
the Netherlands took home
first place in the 2008 international Best of Belron®
competition,
held
in
Nuneaton, United Kingdom,
at MIRA. The prize in the
competition, held May 14-15,
was one year’s salary.
Nieuwenhuize has been with Carglass®, a division of Belron,
in the Netherlands for almost two years and is based at Ede.
“This has been an amazing experience for me,” says Nieuwenhuize. “The technicians that I was competing against were
highly skilled and I feel really proud to win this award. I had to
repair and replace glass in front of not only my colleagues from
the Netherlands, but also colleagues from around the world and
this really made me focus and perform at my best.”
Nieuwenhuize competed against 24 other national finalists
from all over the world.
The competition is held every two years.
■

Golds Welcome Second Child
Gold Glass Group president Joseph
Gold and his wife, Maija, welcomed their
second son, Sebastian, into the world on
April 8. He was 6 pounds, 12 ounces, 19.5
inches, at birth. Sebastian joins his 2-yearold brother, Lucas.

Sebastian

If you know of a newsmaker, please call Penny Stacey
at 540/720-5584 x148 or email pstacey@glass.com.
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Walt Gorman Memorial
Windshield Repair Olympics
$1,000 Cou
Be Yours! ld

November 6, 2008
Mandalay Bay Convenon Center
Las Vegas
For more informaon
call 540/720-5584 or visit:
www.repairolympics.com

Are You the Best
Repair Technician in
the World? Prove
It November 2008
TM

Co-sponsored by the Naonal Repair Associaon (NWRA) and AGRR
magazine held in conjuncon with the Auto Glass Expo @ NACE Show

SEEK AND FIND
classifieds

Auto Glass Technician
Min. 2 years exp. High school diploma
or GED required along w/acceptable
driving record. $17.00 to $22.00/hour
D.O.E. 40 hrs/wk Monday thru Friday
w/occasional evening or weekends.
Will be repairing & replacing windshields in cars & trucks. Must be able
to do some heavy lifting of windshields for installation & must also
have some mechanical ability. Great
opportunity for advancement. Novus
is a locally owned & operated busi-

Adhesives/Sealants

SRP GLASS RESTORATION
10425 Hampshire Ave. S
Bloomington, MN 55438
800/328-0042 (phone)
952/946-0461 (fax)
www.srpglassrestoration.com
sales@shatrproof.com

Auto Glass

NATIONAL GLASS
BROKERS, LLC
3115 Fry Road, Suite #401
Katy, TX 77449
281/599-1550 (phone)
281/599-8158 (fax)
www.nationalglassbrokers.com
sales@nationalglassbrokers.com
RV Glass
COACH GLASS
98 North Polk
Eugene, OR 97402
800/714-7171 (phone)
888/714-7171 (fax)
rv@coachglass.com

Information Sources
ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
REPAIR ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
540/720-7484 (phone)
540/720-3470 (fax)
www.nwrassn.org

ness. We take pride in our work & feel
our employees are our biggest asset.
We offer paid health insurance, vacation, holidays, sick leave & retirement
plan w/employer contribution. Are
you looking to move? Wyoming has
excellent hunting, fishing, boating, &
hiking opportunities plus much
more. Please e-mail resume to
novus@actaccess.net, fax: 307/6824469, or mail: Novus Auto Glass, 1601
W. 1st St., Gillette, WY 82817
307/682-9707.

To place a classified ad
please contact Janeen
Mulligan at 540/720-5584,
ext. 112, or e-mail
jmulligan@glass.com. The
deadline for the
September/October issue
is August 22.

THE SHOWCASE
directory of suppliers
INDEPENDENT
Windshield Removal Tool
GLASS ASSOCIATION
385 Garrisonville Rd.
Ste 116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-7484 (phone)
540/720-3470 (fax)
www.iga.org

PUBLICATIONS
AGRR MAGAZINE
Key Communications, Inc.
385 Garrisonville Rd.
Ste 116
Stafford, VA 22554
540/720-5584 (phone)
540/720-5687 (fax)
www.agrrmag.com

Software

AUTO GLASS-RELATED
GLASSMATE (MITCHELL)
9889 Willow Creek Road
San Diego, CA 92131
800/551-4012 (phone)
858/653-5447 (fax)
www.mitchell.com

Tools and Supplies

A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
30 Norwood Street
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)

EXTRACTOR/CRYSTAL
GLASS CANADA
9508 - 45 Ave.
Edmonton, AB T6E 5Y9
Canada
877/628-8837 (phone)
780/438-59 (fax)
www.extractortools.com

Windshield
Repair Products
AMERICAN WINDSHIELD
REPAIR SYSTEMS
20936 S.R. 410 East
Bonney Lake, WA 98391
888/860-1518 (phone)
253/891-7294 (fax)
www.rockchipkits.com
DELTA KITS INC.
P.O. Box 26509
Eugene, OR 97402
541/345-8554 (phone)
800/548-8332 (toll free)
541/345-1591 (fax)
sales@deltakits.com
GLASWELD SYSTEMS
29578 Empire Boulevard
Bend, OR 97701
541/388-1156 (phone)
541/388-1157 (fax)
www.glasweld.com

LIQUID RESINS/A.C.T
4295 N. Holly Rd.
Olney, IL 62450
618/392-3590 (phone)
800/458-2098 (toll free)
618/392-3202 (fax)
www.liquidresins.com
REPAIR SYSTEMS & SERVICES
GLASS MEDIC
7177 Northgate Way, Ste. C
Westerville, OH 43082
614/891-9222 (phone)
614/891-9227 (fax)
www.glassmedic.com
AEGIS TOOLS
INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 259688
Madison, WI 53725-9688
608/274-9254 (phone)
608/274-9395 (fax)
www.aegistools.com
info@aegistools.com
WINDSHIELD REMOVAL TOOLS
A.N. DESIGNS INC./
ULTRAWIZ®
111 Putter Lane
Torrington, CT 06790
860/482-2921 (phone)
860/482-8585 (fax)
■

To become a part of the directory of suppliers, call Janeen Mulligan at 540/720-5584,
ext. 112,or e-mail jmulligan@glass.com Listings start at $350. Don’t miss out!
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Company

Phone

Fax

Web Address

66

AEGIS Tools International

888/247-6000

608/274-9395

www.aegistools.com

51

AGRSS Council Inc.

630/942-6597

630/790-3095

www.agrss.com

21

A.N. Designs Inc.

866/482-2921

860/482-8585

www.ultrawiztools.com

59

Auto Glass Technician Olympics

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.autoglassolympics.com

30

BTB Auto Glass Tools

888/293-1816

888/293-1896

www.btbtools.com

29

Carlite

734/666-2820

734/542-0303

www.carlite.com

55

Coach Glass

800/714-7171

541/393-5896

www.coachglass.com

11

Creative Extruded Products

800/273-1535

937/667-3647

www.creativeextruded.com

7

Davis Instruments

800/678-3669

510/670-0589

www.www.davisnet.com

55

Delta Kits Inc.

800/548-8332

541/345-1591

www.deltakits.com

17

Dow Automotive

800/453-3779

937/254-3779 www.dowautomotiveaftermarket.com

65

eDirectGlass

480/993-0915

240/526-1133

www.edirectglass.com

15

EFTEC Aftermarket

866/596-7772

866/596-7778

www.eftecna.com

3

Equalizer Industries

800/334-1334

512/388-4188

www.equalizer.com

18

Extractor/Crystal Glass

877/628-8837

780/438-5915

www.extractortools.com

13

GlasWeld Systems

800/321-2597

541/388-1157

www.glasweld.com

41

Glass Doctor

800/280-9858

254/745-5098

www.glassdoctor.com

35

Glazex

800/545-2770

801/802-7770

www.glazex.com

20

Guardian Industries

586/427-1186

568/757-8329

www.www.guardian.com

27

IBS Software

800/959-5500

816/471-1939

www.ibssoftware.com

28

Independent Glass Association

540/720-7484

540/720-3470

www.iga.org

Mainstreet Computers Inc.

800/698-6246

734/697-8228

www.mainstreetcomp.com

53

Mitchell International

800/551-4012

858/653-5447

www.nags.com

9

Mygrant Glass Co.

866/956-5084

510/785-3176

www.mygrantglass.com

56

National Windshield Repair Association 540/720-7484

540/720-3470

www.nwrassn.org

51

Night Watchman Co.

800/322-8867

586/498-2301

www.nightwatchman.net

25

Northstar Automotive Glass

866/664-5262

316/269-2656

Not Available

C2

Pilkington

866/377-3647

419/247 3821

www.epremier.net

31

Precision Replacement Parts

800/367-8241

800/545-5083

www.prp.com

5

REHAU Inc.

800/247-9445

703/777-3053

www.rehau.com

37

Reid Manufacturing Co.

616/997-0026

616/997-0030

www.reidmfg.com

43

Secure Car Enterprises

800/616-8338

631/293-0690

www.steadfastautosecurity.com

1

Shat R Proof Corp.

800/728-1817

952/946-0435

www.shatrproof.com

19

Sika Corp.

800/688-7452

248/577-0810

www.sikaindustry.com

57

Unruh Fab Inc.

888/772-8400

316/772-5852

www.unruhfab.com

61

Windshield Repair Olympics

540/720-5584

540/720-5687

www.repairolympics.com

35

Wood’s Powr-Grip Co. Inc.

800/548-7341

406/628-8354

www.powrgrip.com

22-23

www.agrrmag.com
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Avocations

life beyond the auto glass business

Dog Show
(with Mygrant’s Jean Pero)

M

YGRANT’S JEAN PERO
decided she wanted her first
dog 26 years ago. “I had a cat
as a child, and I’d always wanted a
dog, and wasn’t allowed to have one,”
she says.
So, she purchased a Great Pyrenees
that was a show pup and her whole
world changed.
“Her breeder talked me into going to
a show, and I starting showing her, and
shortly after that I got a male puppy
who I showed too,” Pero says. “After
that, I started breeding and had my
first litter, and it went on and on.”
Though she no longer actively
breeds, Pero’s bred 12 litters of puppies
over the years.
“Out of that, I’ve produced 20 champions, and I’ve produced five specialty
winners,” she adds. “At one time, I had
the number-two and number-three
Great Pyrenees in the country.”
In addition, she’s been highly involved in a number of Great Pyrenees
associations.
“I served six years as the vice president of the Great Pyrenees Club of
America, two years as president and
two years as president of the Pyrenean
Shepherd Club of America,” says Pero.
She is also on the board of directors for
her local all-breed club and the board of
directors for the Colorado Dog Federation, which fights anti-dog legislation.
In 1988, she ventured into a new
type of dog breed—Pyrenean Shepherds. While at one time she had a total
of 27 dogs, today, she only has two
show dogs: a Great Pyrenees, Champion Reymaree’s Kascadian Encore
(also known as Murphy), and a Pyrenean Shepherd, Champion Reymaree’s
French Kiss (also known as Snoop).
Having been involved in showing her
dogs competitively for many years, Pero
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also judges competitions. She recently was FAST FACTS
selected to judge the Name: Jean Pero
Great Pyrenees’ na- Day Job: Sales for Mygrant Glass
tional specialty in Location: Denver
Santa Barbara, Calif., in Alter Ego: Great Pyrenees Breeder/Show Judge
2009. “It’s quite an Other Hobbies: Visiting wineries and traveling.
honor,” she says. “It’s
like our Westminster
within our breeds. The
judges are elected by
the membership of the
club.”
For those less familiar with competitive
dog shows, Pero adds,
“A lot of people ask
what you win—you
win ribbons,” she says.
“A lot of it is ego.”
In addition, though,
Pero’s had success with
using her dogs to serve
others, too. One of her
late dogs, Champion Here, Pero shows her current Great Pyrenees,
Reymaree’s Mr. Bojan- Murphy.
gles (also known as
Bono) was the top “therapy dog” in the reading can actually lay on the dogs like
a pillow, and they read to the dog,” she
United States.
“He worked with autistic kids, he says. “It’s really been successful.”
When Pero isn’t helping others with
worked at rehab facilities and he did a
lot of work at brain injury facilities,” her dogs, showing them competitively
she says. “There are so many things or judging a competition, she still remains busy. She’s been in sales at Myyou can do with dogs.”
Pero also is a member of Paws grant for eight years, though she began
Across Texas, an organization whose in the industry in 1973. She also chairs
purpose is to provide diversified ther- the Auto Glass Replacement Safety
apy programs using trained volunteers Standards (AGRSS) Council’s member(representatives) and their privately ship committee as well, in addition to
owned companion animals (registered organizing the group’s silent auction
each year.
therapy dogs).
Pero and her husband, Dave, have
Recently, the organization launched
a reading program for children in which one son and two daughters, two grandthe dogs are actually used in schools for sons, ages 8 and 4, a granddaughter,
helping struggling students learn to age 12, and grand-twins due this
■
read. “Children who are having trouble Thanksgiving.
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Action-Packed
"Lighting the way to a better future."
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INDEPENDENT

Glass Association

IGA Three-Day Conference
Filled with Opportunities for
Attendees to Share and Learn

by Penny Stacey
ften, conferences include
downtime—or a seminar here
or there that can be missed.
You know the drill—the same
information, same place, same
speaker. But this year’s Independent
Glass Association’s (IGA) conference
was not one of those.
“I didn’t sit through any that I didn’t take something away from,” said
Larry Hamilton of Hamilton Glass,
who traveled from Newton, Iowa, to
attend the event. The conference was
held May 1-3 in Las Vegas at the Cashman Convention Center, where it was
co-located with the Americas’ Glass
Showcase.

O

The action-packed event kicked off
with a presentation by IGA president
Dave Zoldowski of Auto One in
Brighton, Mich., who introduced
some of the newest services available
to members, including the new “Don’t
Get Steered” comic book, available to
members only (see box on right for
more information).
He also talked about the growth of
the association’s certification program
since it was launched on January 1.
“It’s very user-friendly and we’re excited about it,” said Zoldowski.
The IGA currently is re-designing its
website as well. “By the end of the year,
IGA will have one of the most ad-

A presentation by Tom Feeney of Belron US provided some of the most
memorable—and tense—moments of the entire conference.

vanced websites for any of the associations,” he said.
One of the additions to the website
will be a review of historical pricing data.
“For the first time, we’re going to be able
to furnish you with what that rebalancing or latest Offer and Acceptance program means,” Zoldowski told attendees.
Chuck Lloyd of Minneapolis-based
Livgard & Rabuse also shared with
members some of the new services
he’ll be offering them—including discounted rates for his services.
In the long term, he also hopes to create a network of attorneys who understand the glass business to be available
to IGA members.

Attendees of the IGA conference
came away not only with a new comic
book—but also with tons of
information.

©2008 AGRR Magazine, 540-720-5584, www.agrrmagazine.com, All rights reserved.

IGA Launches Comic Book: “Don’t Get Steered”
During last year’s Independent Glass Association’s (IGA) annual
conference, consumer advocate Ralph Nader advised attendees during his keynote speech that a good way to gain recognition from legislators is to present a topic of concern in a form they could
understand easily, such as a comic book. During this year’s annual
conference, the IGA made that advice a reality, as it launched its own
comic book, “Don’t Get Steered”—an illustrated depiction of what
steering is and how it can affect independent shop owners.
“[The comic book’s] purpose is to educate consumers, lawmakers
and others about the issues they face everyday trying to compete in
a market that is controlled by competitor-administrators,” says IGA
director of operations Patrick Smith.
The comic book was distributed to IGA members during the conference—and via mail to those not in attendance. In turn, they hope
to distribute the comic book further to consumers, attorneys, lawmakers, insurance agents and judges, Smith says.
Smith says members are hoping the comic book will allow them to
make a positive difference in their communities.
“The membership is very excited,” he says. “They feel this simple
comic book will allow them to finally demonstrate what they fight
against everyday.”

much of which comes from shops
“There is against us an army of op- and how it works.
One common question was: how who share their retail acquisition
position,” Lloyd said. “It’s time to have
does NAGS create the numbers in its costs for glass.
our own army.”
“We’re constantly adjusting inforcatalogs?
Oliver explained that the numbers mation,” Oliver said. “Anyone who
NAGS on the Spot
Bud Oliver and James Patterson of are generated by much research, wants to send their cost data is welcome to do that.”
National Auto Glass
And, what if NAGS didn’t exist?
Specifications Interna- Attorney Erica Eversman spoke about automotive
“If there was no NAGS benchtional (NAGS) also took legal issues.
mark, carriers would have to
center stage during the
figure out a way to determine the
conference to answer
pricing,” Patterson said.
attendees’
burning
questions about NAGS

Most
sessions
provided
a
question-and-answer period with
the speaker.

©2008 AGRR Magazine, 540-720-5584, www.agrrmagazine.com, All rights reserved.
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Faced with many questions about
discounting from insurance carriers,
Patterson noted that when NAGS develops its benchmarks, a profit margin
is included.
“We don’t take that profit margin
away,” Patterson said. “The market
does.”

A New Term
Automotive repair lobbyist Bob Smith
of Storm Appraisal and Management
Services Inc. traveled from the Midwest
to speak to the group of independents in
attendance. And, he introduced them to
a new term: deceptive referrals.
“Steering is actually a deceptive referral,” he said.
“I do not like to use [the word ‘steering’] because when you talk to legislators
and you say the word steering, a gray
cloud drops over their eyes,” he added.
Smith, a former member of the collision repair industry, recently helped
to introduce two different anti-steering bills—one in Kansas and one in
Missouri.
In addition to introducing this new
term, Smith gave attendees tips on getting the attention of legislators.
“We use a very smooth country-folks

approach with them,” he said. “If I see
[a legislator] walking down the hallway,
I say, ‘Do you have a minute Senator?’”
He also mentioned that describing
proposed legislation to legislators as
beneficial to consumers is a good way
to get their attention.
“They get reelected by constituents
so any bill with a consumer spin has a
whole lot more chance of going somewhere,” said Smith, whose presentation
was entitled “Cowboys and Steering.”
However, Smith warned that even
when legislation is passed it’s not always an overnight fix. “There are no
light-switch answers,” he said.

“Why Do Insurers Care?”
As he took the stage to provide antisteering tips, Corey Hemperly of Windshield Doctor in Pocatello, Idaho, asked,
“‘Maybe consumers don’t care where
they go—they just want their cars fixed.’
Does anyone remember who said
this?’” Hemperly was quoting Sen. Don
Benton, who asked this very question at
a hearing recently in Washington State
(see related story on page 28).
“Had I been there, my question to
that Senator would have been, ‘why is
it that insurers care where people go?’”

Hemperly said. “Why are you bringing
out all the guns to fight this type thing?”
Hemperly served on a panel formed
to discuss this topic; the panel also included IGA board members Bryan
Yarborough of Glass Doctor of Tampa,
Rick Rosar of Rapid Glass and Shawn
Newport of Star Auto Glass.
“We’re all in this to make money
and it has to be done fairly and on a
level playing field,” Hemperly continued. Hemperly also provided several
tips for providing with potential steering practices:
• Take 15 minutes a week to read
through state statutes and insurance statues;
• Review consumer protection laws;
• Stay involved in trade organizations.
“One of the biggest arguments I
hear is ‘I don’t have time to go [to
conferences],’” Hemperly said. “We
closed our shop for a day because
we know it’s vital to be here. We’d
lose more by not being here than by
being here;”
• Develop personal relationships with
customers. “We view each and every
one of our customers as a relationship,” he said;
• Provide customer loyalty programs. “We reward the customer
who has been there for a long
time,” he said; and
• Stay focused. Hemperly compared

At left, Shat-R-Proof’s Dave Osland
shows the company’s latest to IGA
Board member Rick Rosar, Below,
Crystal Glass introduced a new
removal tool.

©2008 AGRR Magazine, 540-720-5584, www.agrrmagazine.com, All rights reserved.

During the session, attendees shared tips for making their businesses a success with each other.

the industry to a blizzard he and his
father, Nathan, also of Windshield
Doctor, encountered on their drive to
Las Vegas. “We kept going. We stayed
focused on where we were and
where we were going—and that’s just
a reminder to all of us,” he said.
Rosar, Newport and Yarborough described the comic book the IGA recently released entitled “Don’t Get
Steered” and how shops can use it to
work with legislators, insurance agents
and customers in explaining this practice and how to avoid it.

An ‘Unfriendly’ Audience
The most memorable moment of
the conference came on Friday morning. Tom Feeney, then executive vice
president of Belron US (see related story
on page 32), spent more than an hour
during the conference attempting to
dispel many misconceptions he feels
independent shop owners have about
Safelite Solutions, the third-party administrator branch of the company.
“I thought hard about why I was
coming to an audience called ‘unfriendly,’“ he said. “In the end, I believe
all our constituents will be served better by working together on things
about which we do agree.”
After giving a bit of history on how
Safelite came to develop its own network—in response to a need for
shops in locations where there previously weren’t any—he took on what
he said were the myths surrounding
the company.

Among these was one issue he
called “the elephant in the room”—
steering.
“You give us way too much credit,”
he said. “We’re not as good as you think
we are. Why would we risk a major
multi-million contract to give an extra
replacement to one of our auto glass
shops? We’d never risk our business by
doing something illegal.”
He added, “We are a very competitive organization, but you are not my
competition.”
Feeney also reminded audience
members who Safelite Solutions’ customers are.
“We take very seriously that those
calls are not [from] our customers—
they’re the insurance companies’ customers,” he said.
And pricing? “When you get the
price from Safelite Solutions, I assure
you it’s the same price insurers give
us,” he said.
Feeney also talked about timing on
pricing, saying that his company pays
shops in 12 days or less from the time
the invoice is received, and that the
money is released from Safelite within
one day of its receiving payment from
the insurance companies. In instances when this doesn’t happen,
Feeney said it’s likely either an invoice
wasn’t received quickly at Safelite, or
there was something wrong with the
invoice. He encouraged attendees
who had examples of late payments to
contact the company to figure out
what the issue might be.

“If you haven’t been paid, there’s
something wrong with the invoices,”
said Feeney.
Later in the presentation, when
asked about this again, he added,
“Many shops are not fast billers—but
that’s your business, not ours.”
He also spoke to concerns that shops’
proprietary information is distributed
throughout the company’s other divisions, including its retail portion.
“Information we get from you is not
disclosed to Safelite Auto Glass field
management,” Feeney said.
And how does the company feel
about anti-steering legislation?
“We support anti-steering legislation,” he said. “We do not support the
gag order where we cannot tell consumers about their policyholder rights
or legislation that says you cannot answer phones (i.e., administer claims)
and install glass.”
Many in the audience also commented that they had jobs “stolen” by
Safelite—for example, a technician
showing up to do a job and finding that
a Safelite technician was in the process
of completing the job already.
“We do not steal jobs,” he said.
“Safelite field management complains
about this too. They think we steal jobs
from them too.”
“I thought that might give you a little tug at the heart,” Feeney chuckled.
He stressed openness throughout
the presentation.
“Anytime you’re in Columbus,
Ohio, the hot spot of America, we’d be
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happy to host you in our offices,”
Feeney offered.
GlasWeld president Mike Boyle asked
Feeney if all the myths are untrue, why
he believes Safelite has the reputation
among independents that it does.
“The fact that we have shops that replace auto glass and that we answer
the phones,” he replied.
Feeney took questions from numerous audience members, including Donna Braden of Jack’s Glass, who
advised she’s encountered not only
steering efforts, but also “hostility”
from Safelite Solutions’ customer
service representatives when assisting customers with setting up glass
claims.
Feeney encouraged Braden to provide information on the particular calls
to him so that he might pull the tapes
of the calls and can look into the circumstances surrounding the calls.
“Hostility and rudeness—there’s no
place for it,” he said, adding that to pull
a call, he’d need information such as
the date of loss, reference number
and/or the customer’s name.
Another audience member commented on Feeney’s observation that
Safelite doesn’t “steal work” from independents—noting that he’s shown
up for jobs before and found Safelite
techs there.
“We’re as curious about those instances as you are,” Feeney responded.

INDEPENDENT

Glass Association

Another wondered why glass shops
must provided their “proprietary information,” such as how much they pay
for glass, to Safelite Solutions when it
processes claims in which the shop is
involved.
“It depends on the requirements of
the insurance companies,” Feeney advised, “but that information doesn’t go
any further than that.”
During the lengthy question-andanswer portion of Feeney’s presentation, one curious audience
member asked for his position on
AGRSS registration.
“You will not see us be registered, as
we do not support third-party audits,”
he said to audible gasps in the room.
Since the conference, Belron US
spokesperson Jenny Cain has advised
AGRR magazine that company officials believe that its own training and
certification program, “SafeTech,
takes the [AGRSS] Standard as
adopted to a higher level.”
“We think it is important to note
that Safelite supports the efforts of
AGRSS to establish industry standards,” Cain said. “After assessing the
AGRSS Standard as it is today, we believe that our own training and certification program, SafeTech, takes the
standard adopted by AGRSS to a
higher level. We do not feel the AGRSS
Standard goes far enough because it
doesn’t, for example, require back-

ground checks and drug testing of
technicians.”
Despite the resulting controversy of
Feeney’s presentation, those in attendance seemed to appreciate his attendance at the conference, despite their
many questions and concerns.
“I give [Safelite] a lot of credit to
show that they’re extending the olive
branch, as they know there’s a lot of
negativity out there toward their corporation,” said Russo.
Russo added, “I also credit [Feeney]
with taking questions that were not
pre-selected or pre-screened.”

AGRSS: The Next Step
Shortly after Feeney’s presentation,
during which AGRSS registration became a hot topic, Carl Tompkins,
chair of the AGRSS accreditation
committee, and Cindy Ketcherside,
chair of the AGRSS Council, took the
same stage to discuss the third-party
validation system and the reasons for
registration.
“[Third-party validation] is going to
provide worth not only to our industry,
but also to the consumer,” Ketcherside
said. “It really is validation.”
Tompkins asked the audience, “Are
you AGRSS-registered? There’s no good
reason not to be.”
IGA members who attended the session received coupons, and had 30
days after the conference to register

The IGA board introduced several new services during the conference, including the comic book, “Don’t Get Steered!!”
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Young adds that he has been focus- moted its Internet marketing services
with AGRSS free of charge, as IGA volunteered to pay their registration fees ing on improving the site’s search en- during the show.
The company provides organic site
gine optimization.
during that period.
“We’re starting to see results,” he optimization to glass shops, along with
said, referring to the site as the “Orbitz” online market and competitive analysis,
Trade Show Time
web analytics and even website design.
While many attended seminars and of auto glass.
Many commented that the traffic for
As a show special, the company
informational sessions, the Spring
the show was a bit heavier
Auto Glass Expo™
saw
several
new
“ We c l o s e d o u r s h o p f o r a d a y than those in the auto glass
industry of late.
brand-new product
because we know it’s vital to
“I thought the floor trafand tool launches.
One popular item
b e h e r e . We ’ d l o s e m o r e b y n o t fic on Friday was much betwas AEGIS Tools Interb e i n g h e r e t h a n b y b e i n g h e r e . ” ter than previous shows,
not just the IGA shows, but
national’s brand-new
— C o r e y H e m p e r l y, W i n d s h i e l d D o c t o r all shows as of late,” said
SOLO™ II Windshield
NAGS’ Bud Oliver. “SaturSetting Tool. The updated tool features a reversible arm to waived IGA members’ $99 subscription day’s traffic was also decent the first
half of the day.”
allow technicians to work from either fee for the next six months.
Mainstreet’s Mark Haeck agreed.
Sister company SRP shared a booth
the passenger or driver side of the ve“Traffic to our booth was steady,” he
hicle. The arm also extends to accom- with windshields.com, in which it dismodate extreme windshield rake played both the BTB North America said. “We’re pleased with the number
angles, wing windows, heavy-duty and tool line, and its new Origin™ adhesive, of qualified prospects and their level of
interest in both our software and web
loop arm mirrors and larger truck which was launched earlier this year.
David Osland, vice president of site development. I have to admit this
windshields. New pivoting cup brackets allow work on virtually any curva- marketing and product development show exceeded my expectations.”
for SRP, described the adhesive as a
ture also, according to the company.
“We haven’t come across any wind- standard adhesive at a value price with Happy Attendees
shield we can’t use it on,” says AEGIS good safe-drive away times. The adheLike those exhibiting, attendees of
president Bob Birkhauser, who also sive has a safe drive-away time of four the conference and trade show walked
mentioned it’s designed to be er- hours at 70 degrees Fahrenheit on a ve- away pleased they attended.
gonomically safe for the operator’s hicle with dual airbags, according to
“[The comic book] was one of the
information from SRP.
back, neck and shoulders.
most helpful tools I’ll take out of here,”
“We’re trying to help the glass shops said Randy Dietz of Atlas Windshield
Crystal Glass also launched a new
tool—the “HammerHead.” The tool is save money,” Osland said. He added Repair in Beach, N.D.
designed to separate the lower corners that the adhesive is available in a
He also noted he found particular
of windshields that cannot be cut with sausage pack (in addition to a cartridge), help in the presentations of Chuck
a cold knife. It utilizes standard Extrac- which also saves the shop money in Lloyd of Livgard and Rabuse in Mintor blades and is easily adjustable in packaging, with the increasing price of neapolis, and Erica Eversman, chief
length, so it fits right inside the in- aluminum used to make cartridges.
counsel for Vehicle Information ServThe sausage pack is not only more ices Inc., who spoke on both automostaller’s toolbox.
Doug Young, marketing manager for affordable than a cartridge, it’s also tive and legal issues for shops.
windshields.com, which was launched more green, Osland noted.
The Internet marketing presenta“While adhesive isn’t necessarily a tion by Scott Orth of GTS Services also
by TCG International in December
2007, also was on-hand to share the green product, the packaging is a little was a popular session (see related story
more green,” he said, noting that this on page 10).
latest updates to the system.
The company has changed the fee also leads to less trash created, smaller
“I learned a lot on [Internet marketing]
structure for the site; now, shops can dumpsters needed, etc.
in a short period,” said Bill Rogers of Ala“Anywhere a glass shop can save bama Glastek Inc. in Birmingham, Ala.
get local vendor positions for freeand they only pay for referral leads. money is helpful,” Osland said.
Overall, he said the conference ofWhile many launched new products, fered something for all in attendance.
Likewise, shops have the option of
declining a lead if they choose to do SIKA Corp. sported a brand-new booth“I think everyone took something
so, and are only charged for leads unveiled for the first time at this show. from it,” Rogers added.
■
GTS Services, whose owner Scott
they take.
“It gives them the ability to say, ‘yes, Orth provided one of the most ravedPenny Stacey is the editor of AGRR
I will take it,’ or ‘no, I can’t,” Young said. about sessions of the conference, promagazine.

◗
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WC: Who Cares?

Workers’ Compensation: What You Need to Know
hen most people hear “workers’
compensation,” they often think
it’s a one-time injury with a specific point of origin—an accident at
work—but according to Alex Wallach, a
claimant’s attorney with a practice in Forest Park, Ga., repetitive motion injuries
can be the basis for a worker’s comp claim
in most states.
“All workers comp is no-fault. The test
is generally, did the injury arise out of and
during the course of the employment. In
other words, was the person doing his job
when he got hurt? Generally speaking, if
the answer is ‘yes’ it doesn’t matter if the
person did something [that caused the injury] or the employer put them in a dangerous situation,” Wallach said.
In some states, he explained, just how
much an injured worker may receive in
compensation benefits may be determined
by how much of the injury was caused by
the employee’s own actions.

W

At Issue
Just because an employee gets hurt on
the job doesn’t mean everyone needs to
lawyer up. In some cases, it’s a cut-anddry case and the employer will make sure
the injured worker is compensated accordingly until he (or she) is able to return to
work.
“If someone drops a windshield and
takes off three toes, he’s been there a long
time and he’s not on drugs, it may be a nobrainer and of course they’ll pay for it. Of
course, if it’s a lifting accident for someone who’s only worked there for a couple
of days and has no history with the company, the employer may want more proof
of it being a work-related injury,” said Wallach, a partner with George and Wallach, a
law firm that handles social security and
workers’ compensation cases just south of
Atlanta.
It’s when an employer suspects the injury may not have actually happened on
the job, calls into question the employee’s story about the injury or is hesitant (or sometimes down right refuses)
to pay compensation that things get
fairly involved.

“It could involve court appearances,
depositions, tracking down documents
such as a guy’s wages for a period of time
before he got hurt. On the other hand, it
could involve none of those if the employer doesn’t dispute that the guy gets
hurt. If they don’t dispute it, it won’t matter,” Wallach added.
What it boils down to is whether or not
the employer is going to say there’s reason to believe the injury was not an onthe-job injury.
“If they say [an employee] got injured
skiing over the weekend, that’s a defense.
If they say he got injured because he was
doing something stupid and it got him injured, that’s not a defense,” Wallach said.

Great Expectations
In workers’ compensation cases,
whether contested or not, the effect on
the claimant can be significant.
“First of all, they’re experiencing pain
and their life is changing. They’re likely to
experience a period of disability and different stresses for themselves and their
family that they’re not used to experiencing. They’re income is likely to come down.
The workers’ comp system is designed so
they won’t get full pay, no matter how
much they were making.” said Wallach,
who has been representing injured workers
in Georgia for more than 20 years.
In Georgia, for example, workers injured
after July 1, 2007, can collect no more
than 500 a week. Adding to the pressures
a family with an injured worker can face is
a system that in some ways can be rather
outdated. The first state to institute workers’ compensation laws was New York in
1920 and the last was Mississippi in 1948.
Further, injured workers are subject to
state laws, as the last attempt to make the
workers’ compensation system a federal
entity was more than 30 years ago.
“It’s a system designed primarily with
19th or early 20th century modes of work
in mind. This creates tensions because
in our workplace today is vastly different from what it was 100 years ago,” he
continued.
The differences are numerous, including

the actual physical
labor, what’s covered.
“In some cases, the law
has not taken into considerations
on how people parent or co-parent—
the fact that workers may have children at
home for which a spouse is the primary
care taker until the [working partner] gets
hurt; there’s no compensation for getting
child care when the primary care giver has
to enter the workforce,” Wallach said.
With that in mind, no one involved in a
workers’ comp case should labor under the
illusion that the injured employee will
walk away independently wealthy.
“If a guy got hurt in an auto accident,
he can sue for punitive damages or whatever the jury will give him. That’s not what
happens in a worker’s comp case. It’s a
very narrow remedy. We’re not going to
worry about whose fault it is, we’re going
to compensate people who got hurt on the
job. End of story. The trade-off is, it’s not
a good benefit. It would be the rare employer who was better off having someone
sue him than just having a workers comp
claim,” Wallach said.

Face the Music
Worker’s comp claims happen and even
the best employer can’t always avoid
them.
“If someone so much as whispers the
words worker’s comp, they should put their
insurance company on notice and tell
them about it. Let the insurance company
handle it. What they should not do is just
kind of say ‘oh, it’s not real’ and not report
it. That could prejudice the insurance company rights and make it harder to defend,”
Wallach said. “One of the big things is
[employers] don’t try to make your own
decisions whether a claim is dispensable
or not. Turn it over to the insurance company. In worker’s compensation, generically and generally, the interests of the
employer and the insurance company are
aligned, not divergent.”
Workers’ Compensation laws vary by
state. Check with an attorney in your area
for more information on your rights and
■
obligations.
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